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Young Wild_ West Saving a Hundred Thousand
OR, THE SHOT THAT STOPPED THE TRAIN
By AN OLD SCUUT
CHAPTER I.-The Mysterious Light . .
"Charlie, that s.trikes me as being rather peculiar."
"It does me, too, Wild. First ther light shines
out good an' plain, an' then it's shut off mighty
sudden-like. ' That's four times it's done it now,
an'-there it goes ag'in!"
The speakers were Yo'u ng Wild West, the wellknown Boy Hero and Champion Deadshot of the
West, and Cheyenne Charlie, the scout and Indian
fighter. They were standing at the top of a little
hill that overlooked a wide gulch in the IIIIOUTItains of southern Colorado, and their attention
had been drawn to a "light that looked very much
as though it came from a lamp that was in a
shanty or house. As the scout had said, four
times it had appeared and disappeared, and this
was quite enough to make the two interested.
Both had been satisfied that there '-was no such ·
thing as a habitation anywhere near them, even
though a railroad track r.an along through
the gulch below. They had passed close to the
identical spot where the light showed less than an
hour before, and there was nothing there that
would offer the least suggestion of an abode of
any kind being there. It was a wild and rugged
part of the country, anyhow, and at the time
of which we write a traveler was almost taking
his life in his hands when he rode through it on
horseback.
The railroad was something new, too, but that
did not affect the wildness of the region greatly.
Young Wild West and the scout knew that there
was not a station within twenty miles, either way,
so if it reall y was a cabin or shanty that -the
light came from _it must be occupied by some
hunter or tr.apper, and it was pretty well concealed among the foliage at that.
vVith Jim Dart, our hero's other partner, and
the girls and the two Chinamen who traveled with
them in the capacity of cook and "handy man,"
the two before mentioned had pitched their camp
something like fifty yards below the hill, and after
eating supper they had ascended to the top for
the purpose of taking a look around.
"Well, Charlie," said Young Wild West, in reply to the last remark of his companion, "I reckon
we had better investigate. Perhaps it isn't any
flf our business, but· I feel as though we ought

to find out just where that light is located, and
what causes it to show all of a sudden, and then
go. out again. Of course, if there is a shanty
there it is easily explained, for the opening and
closing of the door wouid produce the effect.
But I can't help thinking that there is no shanty
ther e, so come on. I reckon we'll see about it ."
"Right yer are, Wild," w.as the reply, and then
the scout star ted after the boy as he turned to
the left and bega n making his way down t he
rather steep slope,
In a couple of. minutes they were very close
to the spot they had been heading for. But the
light - was not there now. Before them lay a
slanting bank that ran upward to a ledge th.at
was almost bare of vegation. It ran along f or
two or three hundred feet and became lost as it
swung around sharply and about that distance
from the two. At the foot of the bank was t h e
trail that our friends had been following before
they went into camp. They had passed the spot
where the light had shone later on, though at
probably a distance of a hundred feet. Neither
Wild nor Charlie could see exactly how far from
• the trail the supposed shanty was located. But
neither of them had made a mistake in the direction, and they now began to cautiously ascend
the bank.
Up they went until they reached the top, and
then they began creeping through the bushes and
around the rocks that obstructed their way. There
was a patch of thkk pines right here, and as
they began making their way through them the
light suddenly appeared again within fifty feet
of them. It came through an oblong openmg,
as they both_ could see, but there was not'hlng
that looked 1?,ke a shanty or all y sort of building
there. Nothing but blackn ess showed on either
side of the light.
Young Wild West came to a halt, lying close to
the ground, and the scout followed his example
but touched him on the arm. The young dead~
shot gave a nod, for at that moment he saw a
man come out of the lighted opening. Though
it was not more than a second that he appeared
before them, they could see him plainly, and t hey
both took note of the fact that he w.as smoking
a pfpe and that he was attired in the rough
f ashion<l'f the men who are to be found in the
mountains of that region. A brace of revolver&
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hung from a belt about his waist, and a slouch
hat adorned his head. The moment he had come
out into the darkness the opening was closed, and
then it was so dark where the two were hiding
that they could not see more than fifteen feet
ahead of them. But they remained perfectly
quiet and listened, and when they heard the footsteps of the man receding as he passed down toward the gulch, they waited to see what would
happen next. Finally the sounds died out, and then
becoming anxious to find out what it all meant,
the young deadshot leaned close to his companion
and whispered:
,
"Charlie, I reckon we may as well go and see
where that door is. The1·e's a door there, that's
certain, but it is not in a shanty. It is in the sid~
of a cliff. There is a hidden cave there, and it is
occupied by some men who, no doubt, are outlaws. It is hardly l_ikely that honest men would
take so much pains to conceal their living-place,
though I will· say that it seems rather strange
that they would expose the light to view to any
one who might be passing by. However, that can
easily be accounted for, for people are not apt to
think of everything, ·and no doubt they are of the
opinion that no one is about here."
The scout gave a nod, and then the two moved
quietly through the bushes and were soon at the
foot of a steep cliff that reared itself probably
a hundred and fifty feet above their heads. They
listened for a period of three or four minutes,
and then hearing not a sound that would indicate
the presence of any one being close at hand, they
began looking for the door. But in this they were
baffled. ~"'ootsteps were heard coming up the
slope to the right. More than one man was apj'Jroaching, too, and with a nod of satisfaction,
Cheyenne Charlie whispered:
"I reckon they're comin' back, Wild. If one
man went out every time that door opened there
must be half a dozen of 'em."
"Quite likely, Charlie," was the reply. •~Well,
we'll soon know all about it. - This is what I call
rather mysterious, and I like it -all the better for
it. Things have been quite dull for the past two
or three days, and it looks as though we are
starting right in on a peculiar sort of adventure.
Just take it easy and don't get excited, no matter
what you hear or see."
"I'm goin' ter do jest as you say, Wild. You
kin bet on that. I ain't nothin' like as cool as
you are, though I try to be an awful lot. You're
a wonder. at that game, an' it's your coolness
what's made you what you are."
"Well, all right, Charlie. Say no more about it
just now, for they are gefting pretty close, and
they might hear our whispers."
A few seconds later the forms of two men could
be seen rather indistinctly in the darkness. Close
behind them came another, and still another. That
was all just then, and the four came on, talking
in low tones, though the two watchers could not
hear what they were saying. Straight to within
a dozen feet of where the two were crouching the
men came. Then as they halted one of them
reached out with his right hand and pushed
against what seemed to be a solid rock in the face
of the cliff. The next instant the light flashed
forth, anrl then Young Wild Wei:;t and the scout
knew exactly where the mysterious door was.
But they did not make the least move. They sim-

ply sat there and watched. One after another the
four men entered the opening, and then there
was a thud, and the light disappeared. It was
not much of a light, to be sure, but it had shone
up well through the darkness, and our hero and.
his partner could easily guess that it came from
an ordinary oil lamp. The .y_oung deadshot now
nodded to the scout, and then he crept softly
around to the left and toward the closed opening.
They had barely got there when more footsteps
were heard. The scout being right close to him, ·
moved a little lively and succeeded in getting behind a rock witho1J,t making any unnecessary
sound. Close to the foot of the perpendicular
wall of rock the two crouched, and the next minute another man appeared. He was walking along
rather cautiously and muttering in a disappointed
way.
"So it ain't comin' through to-night, eh?" they
heard him say, as he shook his head. "Well,
that's too bad. But to-morrow night will do jest
as good, though we had everything ready ter
make a big haul. A hundred thousand in gold
will come in mighty handy for me an' ther boys.
an' no mistake. There's seven of us, an' I reckon
if I take half as my share for bossin' ther job,
my six men will be satisfied ter have ther other
half divided among 'em. I ain't suoke to 'em
about it yet, ,but they all know that I'm ther
brains of ther gang, an' it's brains what counts
every time. Anybody kin wreck a train an· grab
up what there's to be took from ther wreck. But
it takes a man with a head ter plan out sich
thin_$s. I've done this whole job myself, an' they
all l<now it. Everything that's been done was at
my suggestion. It's a lucky thing I sent Walker
ter Jimson this mornin'. Ther money ain't comin' through on ther train what passes through
here at midnight to-night. It ain't comin' till tomorrow night. Well, it's all right, anyhow."
Having delivered himself of these thoughts,
never once dreaming that he had listeners, the
man appeared to be in an easier frame of mind.
He had paused very close to the hidden door, and
his meditations being over for the present, he
reached forward, and Wild, by craning his neck 1
a little, saw his hand touch a rough knob of rock.
A push to the left and there was a slight cracking
sound and then the door opened. This time the
light that came from the opening was very "faint,
which told plainly that the lamp must have been
carried through back into the cave, for such it
must be. The man who was evidently the leader
of a band of outlaws, passed on in and the door
t'wung back in place.
"What do yer think of that, Wild?" the scout
asked, in a very low tone of voice. "That galoot
expects ter gobble up a hundred thousand dollars
in gold to-1l'lorrow night, eh?"
"That's right, Charlie, unless he was simply
romancing to himself."
"Oh, he wasn't doin' that. You kin bet that.
what he said half aloud is right. An' he's goin'
ter . have a train-wreck in order ter do it, too,
eh? Well, I reckon not."
"YOU can bet your life there will be no trainwreck, not if we know anything about it," the
young deadshot answered, with a decisive nod of
his head. "Now, then, just as soon as I find out
how to open that doQr we'll go on back to the
camp and report to Jim and the girls. They will
be anxious about us foT remaining away so lone.
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no doubt, but if they hear of what we have
learned they certainly will be a little surpris~~- It
means that we are going to find a good h1drngplace anlf stay here until to-morrow night. The_
tralll that passes· throug·h this way with a hun..lred thousand dollars is not going to be wrecked,
that's certain. I'll stake my reputation on it,
Charlie."
·
"I know it, Wild," was the reply. "You ain't
ther kind of a boy as would allow anything like
that done. ·well, go .ahead now, an' find out how
ter open that ctoor. I'm anxious ter git back. It
wouldn't do for us ter try an' sneak in there now,
'cause there's five of 'em there. Ther feller
said that there was seven of 'em, so that's somethin' we know, anyhow. Seven ain't many for us,
not when we git after 'em in ther right shape."
The young deadshot gave a nod to this, and
then promptly crept along and soon had his hand
upon the knob of the rock. He pushed it to the
left and, much to his satisfaction, a door that was
about the size of one ordinarily found in a building swung open. There was no light this time,
which told plainly that the lamp must have been
tarried somewhere out of sight. Our hero was
tempted to go on in, but he thought better of it,
and pushing the knob-like projection back again,
he had the satisfaction of seeing the door close.
"There you are, Charlie," he whispered, as he
arose to his feet and nodded to the scout. "Just
mark this place well and \Ye'll go on back."
"l couldn"t miss it when I come here again,
·wild'" was tbe reply. "I've got it down fine."
The boy nodded approvingly, and then the ~wo
stepped cautiously away from the spot, making
their way along throug·h the darkness and ascending the hill again. Once there, they took a look
back, but there was no sign of the light again, so
they soon went on down to the camp, where a
lighted lantern hung from the limb of a tree. T1?,ey
saw Jim Dart pacing back and forth and lookmg
anxiously around as they approached, and when
they were close enough, Wild called out softly:
"Here we are, Jim."
"Oh, you have got back, eh?" the ·b oy answered,
as he dropped the butt of his rifl.e to the ground
and looked through the darkness. "What made
you stay so long? The girls were getting a
little anxious about you. It was scarcely dark
when you started ·to go to the top of the hill,
and we have all wondered what detained you."
"Well, I reckon it was a mighty good thing
that we went up the hill, Jim. We have made
a big discovery that means considerable in the
way of some excitement and adventure before we
get through. But wait till we get over to where
the girls are. Then you can all hear what has
kept us away so long."
"You must have taken a pretty long walk,
Wild" the golden-haired sweetheart of the young
4.ead;hot observed, with a smile, as he paused
'before her.
·
,
"Not not very far, Et,"·was the retort. "But we ~
"had to be a little careful, for there is a band
of villains located right close by who intend to
wreck a raih-oad train to-morrow night."
"What!"
Arietta Murdock looked at the speaker in
amazement.
"I am telling you the truth, Et," he declared.

s

"Oh, of course you are, Wild. I know you
wouldn't say that if it were not the truth. _But
it sounds very surprising. Of course we all
know that there is a railroad running through
the gulch below, but to hear that_ a. ba_nd of
villains contemplate w-recking a tram 1s mdeed
surprising."
"Well, just take it easy and I'll tell you all
about it."
Anna, the wife of Cheyenne Charlie, and Eloise
Gardner the sweetheart of Jim, were crowded
up close' and listened while Young Wild West related what he and the scout had seen and he~rcl.
No one interrupted him while he was talkmg,
and when he had finished Arietta turned to Anna
and Eloise and said:
"Well, girls, you know what this means, I suppose. We are to stay here until to-m_orr_ow night.
Wild certainly· will not allow the v11lams to go
ahead and wreck the train, and I know well
enough to feel certain that he_ will let tl:iem g_o
right on thinking they are gomg to do 1t until
the last moment. Then he will spring a surprise
upon them. Oh, I understand Wil~ well enough
for that."

CHAPTER II.-At the Railroad Tank-House.
The camping-place Young Wild West ha<l selected was probably an eighth of a mile from the
cave of the gang that had planned to wreck the
train and steal the· hundred thousand dollars that
was to be sent over with tl1e express-car. The
young deadshot did not want to be any closer
for, if possible, he meant to keep the villains
in ignorance of the fact that there was any
one around. Satisfied that thus far they had
been successful in doing this, the young deadshot retired mther early that night, Jim Dart
talcing the first watch. Cheyenne Charlie was
to relieve Jim when the proper time came, and
when he had taken his turn Wild was to finish
the night.
Shortly after daylight he aroused the two
Chinamen and bade Wing, the cook, start in to
get breakfast ready. While he knew it would
be rather risky to make a fire, he decided that
the cliffs were so high that the smoke might
fade away before the outla-ws got a chance to see
it, so he directed him to burn very light wood
and hurry up with it, and as soon as the meal
was cooked to let the fire go out. Wing certainly
knew his business, and while his brother shifted
the horses and gave them a drink, he hurried
along with his preparations. Long before the
breakfast was ready our hero's two partners
and the girls were up and stirring. It was a
bright morning in early fall, and the air being
clear and cool, t}ley all felt well, as might be supposed.
"B.oys," said the young deadshot, nodding to
his partners, "I have an idea that perhaps the
outlaws are in the habit of sleeping a little late
whel't they have nothing on hand. They certainly
haven't anything to do this morning, since we
know quite well that the train they intend to
wreck won't b!; along until midnight. I think I
had better ta'ke a ride up the track a short.

.
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distance and find out just why the train stopped
last night. Charlie, you can go with me, if you
like."
"I sartinly would like ter go," the scout declared, eagerly.
" Well, it generally falls to the lot of Jim to
remain at the camp with the girls. An yhow, he
seems to like it pretty well, and I suppose it is
because Eloise is more timid than Arietta and
Anna."
" That's it, Wild," Jim said, with a nod of approval. "I would just as. lief remain with the
girls."
"Mishler Wild," spoke up Hop Wah, who was
sometimes called Young Wild West's clever Chinee, "me likee takee lillee lide, so be. Me wantee
. ee um lailload tlack."
"Huh!" exclaimed Cheyenne Charlie, scornfully.
• "Wild, I reckon ther heathen has got an idea
there's a town or camp somewhere clo.s e by. I'll
bet he's thinkin' that he'll have a chance ter git
some tanglefoot. I reckon he ain't had none in
two or three days now, an' an' I don't see how
he kin git along without it sich a long time."
·' You gotte.e lat light, Misler Charlie.:' the
Chinaman retorted, blandly: "Me thlinkee maybe
um tlain · stoppee at um ,li!lee town, so be. If
um lille town close by, me findee um hotel."
"Well, Hop, I am quite satisfied there is no
mining camp or town close by, but since you
want to go it's all right. It won't make any
difference. Just as soon as we have eaten our
breakfast we'll be off."
"Allee light, Misler Wild," and the Chinaman
showed his delight .by executing a few steps of
a jig, while Cheyenne Charlie looked on in disgust.
·
The fact was that there was a sort of feeling
existing between the scout and the clever Chinee.
This was because when Hop first became a member of the party he had played various tricks on
Charlie. Hop was a clever sleight-of-hand performer, and what he did not know about a pack
of cards or any other gambling device was hardly worth mentioning. Charlie had generally
thought himself to be pretty good with cards, but
,Hoi:> had easily "flim-flammed" him , and quite a
few dollars had been ·taken· from him a::; the result. When he finally became satisfied that he
st ood no chance :with the fox y Chinaman, Charlie
had given up gambling with him, but the f eeling
had existed, just the same, and every time he
J!Ot the chan ce to pllW a trick on Hop he always
did so. But it always seemed that Hop got back
at him with in t erest, and thus it would be seen
_ that more ·or less fun was to be had quite often.
When it came right down to the point, Charlie
would ha ve fought for the Chinaman a s quickly
as he would for an y one el se, for sever al times
si nee he ha d been a member of the party the
clever Chinaman had been t he direct means of
_saving the lives of our fri~nds all through his
cleverness, as he was nothing in th e way of a
fighter.
H e wa s entirely different from his
brather Wing , who was nothing more than just
a cook who understood his business an d did his
work well.
Broiled venison was the f eature on the bili-offare that- morning; and with muffins i:1at were
w,irmed up tc, suit the occasion and plenty of
J!:OOd coffee, they all managed to eat quite a
1t.arty breakfast. As soon as the coffee was

taken from over the fire Wing lost no time in
·putting out the blaze.
"That's all right," the young deadshot said,
nodding his approval when he saw what he had
done. "I reckon there hasn't been enough smoke
to go up high enough to be seen by the outlaws. ~
Now then, Cha• lie, we'll moupt our horses and
take a ride up the gulch."
Hop was off in a twinkling when he heard
this, and by the time our hero and the scout had
saddled their horses he was ready and waiting
for them.
.
1J.You're goin' ter git fooled, heathen," Cheyenne
Charlie declared, grinning at the Celestial, whose
face looked expectant. "There ain't no railroad
station around here, an', of course, that means
there ain't no whisky-mill."
"Allee light, Misler Charlie. Me take lillee
lide, anyhow, len. Maybe me findee somethling ,
so be. Me velly smartee Chinee."
"Maybe you'll find somethin', that's so, but it
won't be tanglefoot."
The thr1:e now mounted, and after bidding Jim
and the girls to keep close under the cliff until
they got back, Young Wild West 1·ode away, fol-f"lowed by Charlie and the Chinaman. He knew
p1·etty well that if the outlaws saw them they
must come pretty close to the side of the gulch,
so he kept in as near to the foot of the steep
sl?pe as Wl!-S possible, and rode along parallel
with the railroad track. They had covered just
about half a mile when they saw a small buildihg with a water-tank near it. There was a switch
there, too, and a siding that ran along with a distance of a hundred yards , where there was a big
heap of coal.
"Hoolay!" •cried Hop, when he saw the building, for h~ thought ri1;:ht away that they had
struck a httle to"lll-n.
Lat allee samee biggee
hotel, so be."
"Heathen," said the scout, a broad grin on
hi1, face, "you see that high round thing over
there, don't• :ver ?"
"Me see," Hop answered.
"Well, that's full of whisky. ·«rt don't cost a
cent ter git all you want from it, too. All's vou ··
have got ter do is ter git at ther other enci" of-i<
that big rubber pipe an' just turn a valve an'
y ou kin drink your fill ."
·
"Lat allee light, Misler Charlie," the Chinaman retorted, blandly . "Maybe you likee lat
kindee tanglefoot. Me· no likee. Me gittee plenty
watee evely timee me wantee. Me see wateetank before, so be."
"Well, that's ther nearest you'll come to gittin'
whisky, I'll bet."
. "Maybe somebod y in um shanty, Misler Charlie. Me havee tanglefout, so be."
"Well, I never thought of that. Most likely
there's a man stayin' here, 'cause some one has
R,'ot ter look after things, I s'pose."
As they neared the switch the y were surprised
to see a woman come . out of" the shanty and ,
gaze at them in a wa y that told she was not•
expect ing to see any one there so early in the
morning.
" Good-morning, ma-am!" Young Wild West
said, a he rode up and brought his horse to a
halt. "Do y ou happen to live here?"
"I reckon I do,!;' was the rather curt reply.
"It ain't much of a place ter live in, but I s'pose
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I've got ter stick it out, 'cause my husband makes

his livin' by attendin' to ther switch here an'

lookin' after ther property of ther railroad com11any."

... "Oh, I see. Is your husband around?"
"Yes, he's in ther house. He ain't got up yet.
But what do yer want? Maybe I'll answer, 'caus-~
I reckon if there's any boss around here, J'm
ther one."
"Well, we don't want anything in particular ."
"Waitee minute, Mi sler Wild," Hop s poke up.
"Me wantee somethling."
"You want something!" the woman exclaimed,
looking at him in disgust. "Well, I reckon I ain't
botherin' my head with no yaller heathen iike
you."
"Me gottee plenty money, so be," and Hop at
once showed a ten-dollar gold-piece.
At sight of it the eyes of the woman sparkled.
"What do yer want?" she a sked, her volce softening instantly.
"Me wantee some tanglefoot."
"Whisky, eh? Well, we don't sell that stuff
e. This ain't no hotel. It's jest a tank-house,
an' a blamed lonesome one, too. But," she added,
looking around as though she expected some one
might hear her, "I reckon I kin fix yer up all
right, heathen. How much whisk y do you expect
ter git for that ten-dollar gold piece?"
"Allee samee, two, thlee quart, so be."
"Well, you're expectin' mighty wrong, then.
Whisky is a mighty dear article in these here
1>arts. I'll tell yer what I'll do. I'll give yer
half a -gallon of good old corn-juice for that
ten dollars. But you have got ter promise me
that you won't say notl>.in' about it to my hu'sband, 'cause if he knowed I had that money there
would be ther dickens ter pay all ther time. He
never wants me ter have any money, an' I don't
know as it amounts to anything when I do have
Jt, 'cause I never git a chance ter spend it.
But g-ive me ther gold-piece, heathen, an' I'll
,rive ye.i;. ther half-gallon."
"Allet'!"' light, nicee Melican lady," and Hop
"pped her the coin, which she caught greedily
and at once went into the shanty.
In a few minutes she came out with a- demijohn which was s upposed to hold just half a
11:allon. Wild and Charlie looked on smilingly,
for even the latter, though surprised at Hop's
success, did not seem inclined to say anything
a11:ainst it just then. ,Our friends dismounted
now and began looking about the spot. Looking
up at the high &witch-bar, our hero said, as he
nodded to the woman:
"That white spot on the back of the switch
means that the trick is dear, I suppose?"
"If you know anything about railroadin' you
sartinly oughter know that," the woman re'torted, as though surprised at his ignorance. "That
answers for ther daytime, but in the night it's
an ordinary light what's put up. If we happen
~ r want to stop a train for anything we use a
red block in ther daytime an' a red light at night.
Since ther heathen has been puttly nice to me,
I'll show you how it worli:s."
She quickly produced a key from a belt that
was about her waist, and unlocking the switch,
showed them just how it operated.
''There!" said she, as she swung a lever and
• the a1·m shot out, holding up the red signal, "if
that's up when ther train comes through from
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Jinson at noon to-day , she will stop here, whether
they've got plenty of water or not. An' if it's
this wa y," she went on, swinging it a1·ound so
the white signal showed, "she will go right on
her way unless it's necessary ter stop ter water
up or take in coal."
"How many trains go tlfrough here a day?"
Wild aueried.
"One in ther daytime, which goes on to Del
Norte, an' one in ther night, which comes from
Del Norte an' goes on ter Jim son. You know
where Jimson is, I s'pose?"
"I've heard of it, but I've never been there.
It's quite a good-siz~d mining camp, isn't it?"
"A mighty big camp, I reckon. There's two
smelters workin' up there, an' there's more ore
bein' carted in from around ther country than
any place this side of Del Norte, so I've he:;trd
tell."
The woman said this with a certain degree
of pride, and it was evident that she rather liked
that part of the country, after all, even though
it was lonesome, as she had at first ·declared.
"How far is it to Jimson from here?" the
young deadshot queried, after a pause.
"Only twenty miles, an' it's forty to Del Norte."
"A sixty-mile run, then."
"Yes, that's what they call it."
"Does the night train ever stop here?" •
"Not always. It stopped last night, but that
was 'cause my husband put out ther red light.
He wanted ter put in his order for ther comin'
month. It ain't many passenger trains that stop
here, anyhow, unless we signal to 'em. It's ther
ore trains what has ter coal an' water up mighty
often. They come through at almost any time.
We never kin tell jest when they're comin'."
"Then it isn't likely that the train will stop
here when it goes through to-night?"
"Not likely, unless some one stops it. But
you don't want ter wait for no trains, I reckon.
You· seem ter have mighty good horses, i:f I know
anything about 'em."
"No, we don't want to wait for any train, that's
right. Our horses can carry us along fast
enough."
"Well, I should say so. Which way are you
'
goin' now?"
"Well, I reckon we are going to follow the
track as much as we can, until we reach Del
Norte."
"Oh, I see!"
Just then there was a stir inside the shanty
and the next minute the face of a man showed
at the door.
"Mornin', strangers!" he called out, and then
he came outside and stood looking at them keenly.
"Good-morning!" Wild answered. ·
"Seems to me you're around putty early?" the
fellow queried, and then he turned and looked at
Hop and saw him standing with the demijohn
in his hand.
He cast a questioning glance at his wife, but
she did not appear to notice it, so he must
have thought nothing of it. Our hero questioned
him and learned that his name was Jackson, and
that he had been in the employ of the railroad
company ever since that portion of the system
had been in operation. But he did not appear
tc, be very talkative, and after a while he turned
to his wife and asked her if she expected he was
going to wait all day for his breakfast. She
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replied in anything but a gentle way, and not
wishing to remain any longer, Wild mounted his
horse, Charlie and Hop following his example.
They were just about to ride away when two
men suddenly appeared behind a clump of rocks
a short distance away. They were coming straight
toward the shanty, so our hero decided to wait
and have a talk with them, for he knew pretty
well that they must belong to the outlaw gang.
"Hello, Jackson!" one of them called out.
"What's goin' on so early in ther mornin' around
here?"
"Oh, these two fellers stopped to ask how far
it was to Del Norte," was the reply.

CHA-PTER III.-A Little Excitement at the
•
Switch.
Young Wild West and Cheyenne Charlie took a
good look at the two men as they advanced.
Both were well satisfied that they had seen them
the night before as they entered the cave with
the mysterious door. But there was nothing
surprising about it if they had, since the outlaw
band had its quarters so close at hand.
"Goin' to Del Norte, eh?" one of them said,
looking at our hero and his partner, quizzically.
"Been ridin' all night?"
"Oh, no," Wild answered, in the cool and easy
wav he was famous for. "We haven't been
riding all night, and I don't know as we are
going to Del Norte right away. We may take
a notion to ride over to Jimson, which the lady
here says is twenty miles away."
"Which way did yer come from?"
"That way," and Wild waved his hand to the
north.
"Come far?"
"Quite a distance."
"Well, you don't seem to ·be very well fixed in
ther wa:y of an outfit," and the speaker turned a
questiomng glance at the horses.
.
"Oh, we have a pack-horse around somewhere."
"Where?"
Then all. hands looked around as though trying
to find the pack-horse.
"Well, our horse isn't in sight, but he isn't
fa1· away, and you can bet~ are pretty well
fixed in the way of an outfit. By the way, do
you fellows live anywhere near here?"
"We happen to be stoppin' around here for a
while. We work for ther railroad company. We
have ter walk ther track an' see if everything
is all right."
"Oh, I see!"
"But we live in Jimson when we're home," the
other man said, speaking for the first time.
It occurred to our hero that -probably the two
men were really in the employ of the railroad
company, and that they had organized a band
for the purpose of committing robberies as an
outside line. But it made no difference whether
they were or not. He was certain that they belonged to the gang that intended to hold up the
train and rob tbe express car that night, and he
. smiled softly to himself when he thought of how
he meant to prevent the robbery. So far Cheyenne Charlie had not opened his mouth since the
arrival of the two men, but he now nodded to
tli<>m Anrl

,.,.;,1 ~

"Have yer got a shanty around- here where
you hang out in ther night-time?"
"No," was the quick reply. "Sometimes we
bunk in ther tank-house when we're up this way,
an' other times we jest lay down anywhere o our blankets. But what made yer ask that question, stranger?"
"Well, I don't know," and the scout shrugged
his shoulders. "But this here place sorter strikes
me as bein' mighty lonesome. I was a lot surprised. when I seen there was anything here that
looked like a shant:v. But as far as that goes, I
didn't expect to see no railroad track here. I
ain't been down this way in a long time, an'
thei;e's a mighty big change in ther gulch."
"You think so, eh? Well, we're used ter seein'
ther railroad track. But what's ther heathen got
in that jug?"
.
The questioner took a step toward Hop as he
spoke, as though he meant to take the jug from
· him and examine the contents.
"You had better ask him, if you want to know,
'cause I couldn't swear what it is," Charlie answered, rather tartly.
"Well, I'll ask him, then. What have you t'
got in ther jug heathen?"
"Tanglefoot," was the quick reply.
"Where did yer git it?"
"Lat allee light. Me gittee, so be. Me likee
tanglefoot velly muchee."
"So do I, so jest hand that jug over an' I'll
taste it ter see whether it's good or not."
Instead of obeying, Hop walked to his horse
and proceeded to tie the jug to the horn of his
saddle. At this the man ran forward and air
tempted to grab it. Then it was that Wild interfered.
"Easy, stranger," he said, coolly. "I reckon
you're going a little too fast. If the Chinaman
don't feel like letting yo~ sample the contents
of that jug you have no right to insist upon it."
"I've got a right ter do jest as I want ter,"
and the fellow turned, and scowled at the boy.
"Well, you may think you have a rig-et to do
that, but I wouldn't advise you to try it."
"You wouldn't, eh? What would you do if I
take ther jug away from ther Chinaman ? "
"Well, if it happened that you did take it away
from him I should certainly make you hand it
back again in a hurry."
"Yer would, eh'?"
"I certainly would. Tl·y it and you will soon
find out."
"All right, I'll take it away."
At thilj he made a grab and managed to catch
the jug by the handle. He endeavored to pull
it loose from the saddle, but it had been tied
there and he could not do it. However, he quickly
drew a knife from his belt and cut it loose. Then
as he turned to walk away in triumph the young
deadshot sprang forward and, catching him by
the collar of his shirt, exclaimed:
"Put that jug right back where you got it
from, or I'll knock the daylights out of you." ;;.-.
As though he had not dreamed of such a thing
as the boy acting in that manner, the villain
started back in amazement and almost let the
jug drop to the ground. Hop saw that it was in
danger of falling, so·he sprang forward and took
it from him.
"Put that right down on the ground, Hop," our
hPTn u lt!. withont. t::ikinll' hi~
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of the man he was gripping.

"He is going to

put it back where he took it from, and don't you

forget it."
"Hold on there," the othe. villain said, stepp ing
forward and laying his hand upon the butt of a
revolver. "I reckon it's about time for me ter
interfere."
"An' I reckon it's about time for me ter interfere, too, you sneakin' coyote!" Cheyenne Charlie spoke up angrily. "You take your hand away
from that irun or I'll put a bullet clean through
yer. You hear what I say!"
The scout had drawn a revolve1·, and as the
man turned to him he found the muzzle of it
staring him straight in the face. The woman
gave a scream and promptly ran into _tae shan~y.
But her husband remained there lookrng on with
no little surprise.
"I'll give you a chance," Wild said, as he gave
the man he Was gripping by the shirt-collar a
alight shake. "If you say you will tie that jug
where you took it from I will let go of you.
How about it?"
·
"I wouldn't do it, young feller, not if you killed

e."
"Well, I am not going to . kill you, but I am
going to make you do it."
.
'!'hen as quick a s a flash the boy pushed him
back sharply and then struck him a blow on
the face with the palm of his hand that sent
him staggering. Following up the advantage he
had gained, Wild let go with his right and followed it quickly with his left, and the result was
that the villain was soon l~·ing on his back. His
companion did not offer to do a thing, for he
knew he was facing death. Charlie held the gun
as steady as a rock, and one little touch of the
trigger woulcl send a bullet crashing through the
man's brain.
"Get up" said Wild, as he stepped back to give
the fellow' a show. "I am not going to hit you
while you are down. But if I must thrash you
in order to make you do as I tell you, I'll go
ahead .and do it, that's all. I always keep my
word and I told you that I was going to make
ou put that jug back where you got it."
"I won't do it," roared the villain, as he scrambled to his feet. "I'll kill yer, young feller. You
hit me when I wasn't expectin' it."
"All right, then, I'll hit you when you are expecting it. How is that?"
The boy made a feint with his left, and as the
fellow dodged his tight shot out again .apd caught
him squarely upon the chin. Down he went in a
heap, not a little daz~d from the blow.
.
Jackson, the switchman, now found the u e of
his tongue.
"Hold on, boy!" he called out. "Ned Jasper
ain't a bad feller. He's only made a little mistake. I reckon he'll put ther jug back all right."
"You jest keep out of this," Charlie advised.
"Ther boy will take care of his man all right,
an' don't yer forg:it it."
·
~
Jackson evidently thought it wise to do as the
seout said, for he stopped still in his tracks anc\
waited to see },ow it would turn out. Meanwhile..
the voung deadshot permitted the ruffianly fellow
to get upon his feet again: Then, looking him
8(1Uarely in the eyes, he said:
"Weli, have you changed your mind yet?"

-No," was the reply.

'1

"All right, then, down you go again! But put
up your hands and fight."
. .
"I'll ·fight all right," came the hissing retort,
and then a knife was gripped.
But Wild did not seem to mind the weapon in
-the least. He simply stepped quickly to t11e . right.
and as his opponent made a lunge at hlm he
laughed derisively.
"You missed your calculation that time," he
said, coolly. '·Try it again."
.
Thoroue,-hly enraged, the fellow did make an•
other try. This time the boy evaded the ~hrust
as easily as he had done before, but as hu; opponent was passing him he struck him a heayy
blow behind the ear and down he went, the kmfe
flying from his hand.
· · "He'll put the jug back where he got it from
now, I am certain," Wild said, nodding to the
switch-man. "I think he has fainted, so you
might get a little water, if you like."
"He'll come around: most likely, young feller,"
was the retort, and then the switchman ran to
the fallen man and bent over him.
After giving the desperado a couple of sb.akes,
he succeeded in rousing him, and then it was not
long before he had him upon his feet.
"Ned," he said, persuasively, "I reckon you had
better do as ther boy sa ys. Put ther jug back
where you took it from. It belongs to ther
Chinee, anyhow, an' you hadn't no right ter
touch it."
"Have you gone back on me, too?" came the
surprised query.
"No, I ain't gone back on yer, Ned Jasper, but
I sorter look at things in ther right light, I
reckon. You don't stand no show with this here
boy. Yer oughter know it yourself. Whafs ther
use of keepin' up ther fight? His pard has got
Cooley covered, an' I don't dare ter do a thing,
'cause I ain't feeljn' like gittin' shot jest yet."
"Me shootee velly muchee quickee," spoke up
Hop Wah, as though he had just thought of it,
and then out came the old-fashioned six-shooter
he was in the habit of carrying. He pointed it
straight at the switchman and pulled the trigger.
Bang! • As the report rang out a streak of redfire shot from . the muzzle, ;i.lmost touching the
man it was aimed at. Jackson uttered a yell and
fell over backward, and then out came his wife,
screaming with terror.
"Take it easy, woman," Cheyenne Charlie spoke
up, a. broad grin on his face. "There wasn't
nc> bullet in ther gun. Ther heathen jest fired
that shot for fun. Your old man ain't hurt a
bit."
But she did not heed the remark and rushed
over to her husband, who quickly got upon his
feet, looking very much surprised.
"I reckon I. ain't hurt," he said to her. "It
must be as ther man says. There wasn't no
bullet -in ther gun. But I thought I was. a goner
when I seen that fire pop straight toward my
face."
"Me velly smartee Chlnee.
Shootee velly
muchee stlaight, so be," Hop declared, and then
he fired another shot, this time over his head.
Again the streak of red-fire shot upward, antl
all hands looked amazed.
"Stop your nonsenRe, Hop," Wild spoke up.
"You haven't got your jug back where it belongs
yet."
"Well, I reckon I'd better do as yer tell me
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to, Kid," Ned Jasper said, meekly, .and then he
stepped over and picking up the jug, carried it
over to Hop's horse and tied it where he had
taken it from.
"How does that suit yer?" he a sked, nodding
to the young deadshot.
"Fine!" was the reply. "If you had done as
I told you in the first p lace you wouldn't have
had the brui ses you have recei ved ."
"It's all your own fault, Ned," Jackson spoke
up, shak'ing his head solemnly. "You should have
done what ther boy said ."
"That's all right, too, but I ain't in ther habit
of bein ' bossed by a boy. I ain't by a man, either,
as far a s that goes. But this here kid seems ter
be somethin' out of t her ordinary. I'd jest like
ter know who he is, blamed if I wouldn't."
"I'll tell you who he is, then," Charlie spoke
up, rather proudl y. "He's Young Wild West, ther
Champion Deadshot, an' he kin lick his weight in
wildcats. Sich galoots as -you don't st;md no
more show with him than a wolf would stand
·with a grizzly bear."
"Young Wild We. t, yer say!" the fellow Charlie had been covering exclaimed, his face the
picture of amazement. "No wonder, Ned. I
reckon yer sartinly barked up ther wrong tree

~ti="

.

"I know that without bein' told, Cooley," was
the retort. "But's it too late now. !f's done.
I've been made a fool of, an' I've been licked
good an' hard. But that don't say that I won't
have a chance ter git square."
"Hold on there!" Wild said, raising his finger
at him. "Suppose I should report you to the
railroad company for making threats against me?
You might be discharged."
"You kin go ahead an' report all yer want
ter, Young Wild West. If I git discharged I
reckon I won't starve. There's more than one
way of gittin' a livin' in this here world."
"Oh, yes! Some people get a living by stealing
from others. I don't mean to say that you would
do' that, though."
,
"Well, you had better not, 'cause I want yer
to understand that I'm jest as honest as you are."
"Yer sartinly don't look it," the scout decla1·ed,
with a grin. 'You put me in mind of an out-anout thief."
· "You kin say sich things as that now, 'cause
you have got ther upper hand on us. But jest
wait, Maybe I'll meet yer after yer git ter
Jimson."
"We might meet again before that," Wild declared, srni!ingl y.
"Yes, we might. But look out if we do, Young
Wild West!"
"I'll certainly be on the lookout."
"You fellers had better go on about your business!" called out the woman iust then. "If I'd
thought you was goin' ter make a big time like
this I wouldn 't have noticed yer wheh you rode
up."
"An' you wouldn't have sold ther Chinaman
ther whisk y, either, would yer?" Charlie asked,
with a laugh.
At this the eyes of the three men turned accusingly upon the woman.
.
"Ha! ha!' ha!" laughed the scout. "You wanted
ter keep there ten dollars yourself. Now most
likely your thievin' husband an' these other
~aloots will want ter take it away from yer. I!

they do you jest come around an' tell me, an'
I'll see ter it that they have ter give it back
to yer ag'in. I believe in fair play every time.
You sold ther stuff to ther theathen, an' ther
money belongs to you. That is, if ther whisky
was yours. Maybe it wasn't. It might belong
to your husband, or it might belong to these
two fellers. Or maybe all of 'em has got an
ownership in it. Most likely you have got a
barrel or two inside ther tank-house, an' ther
railroad officials would be mighty glad ter come
along an ' git a drink now an' then from it, if
they kn owed it."
The scout's words seemed to have more effect
upon the three men and the woman than anything that had been said before. They all appeared to be frightened, for no doubt they realized that a few words from our friends would
cause them to lose their positions.
"Don't get frightened at what my partner
says ," Wild spoke up, after a pause. "I reckon
he won't report you for having whisky in the
tank-house. He simply said that to scare you,
that's all. Go ahead and do your work well and
don't interfere with strangers when they come
along in the future. Then everything will be all
right."
"An' I'm to git ther ten dollars, ain't I?" th,!
woman asked eagerly, her manner changing.
"Yes, you keep the ten dollars."
·
"Yer all hear what Young Wild West says!"
she exclaimed, turning to the three men. "Now,
then, don't yei: dare ter try ter take that money
away from me."
Satisfied that they had quite enough of it for
the present, our hero turned to Spitfire, his sorrel stallion, and coolly mounting, said:
"Now, then, I'll bid you good-morning . Don't
any of you take a notion to fire a snot after us
a s we are riding away, for if you do something
might happen to you."
"I never shot any one in ther back yet," Ned
Jas per retorted.
"Probably not. But I reckon you have done
just a s bad. However, I wouldn't trust you, and
I just spoek that way to give you a warning. _
You say we may meet again, and I think we
will. But be careful how you act when we do.
I bid you good-mornin g."
By this time Charlie and Hop had mounted,
too, the scout still holding a revolver in his
hand, which told plainly that he was not going
to give the , •illains the least op_portunity to get
the drop on them. As he started to ride away,
Wild seized the Remington rifle which had been
hanging to his saddle and turned so he could
watch those they were leaving. But not one of
th~m offered to show the least sign of doing anythrng, and presentl y ,they all went inside the
tank-house.

CHAPTER IV .-Wild and Jim Do A Little Scouting.
Not wishing to give the least inkling as to the
spot where they were camped, Wild rode away
in a direction just opposite to it. He knew that
they might be compelled to go quite a long distance before they could get out of the gulch and
then go back to the camp, but so Ion~ as he
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would be able to throw the villains off the track
it mattered little as to the time s pent. Having
made up his mind to wait until night before
preventing the train robbery, he was going to
adhere strictly to it.
"Well, Charlie," he said, a s they got quite a
distance away from the switch and tank-house,
"I reckon we had a little excitement this morning, anyhow."
"Yes, but you had all ther fun, 'Wild," was the
reply. "I'd jest like ter have had a good crack
at that sneakin' coyote."
"Well, it wasn't necessary. You had y our fun
with the other fellow. Didn't you have him
covered and didn't you make him do just a s you
wanted him to?"
"Yes, I know that. But you slapped ther other
feller's face, an' you give him two or three good
punches."
"Well, that's all right. I wouldn't have .done
that but he actually forced me to, as you know.
I told him if he removed that jug from Hop's
iiaddle he should put it back again. He removed
it and, of course, I was in duty bound to keep
~ my word."
.... "You keepee you word allee light, Misler Wild,"
Hop declared, smilingly. "Me velly muchee 'flaid
urn jug gittee bloke. Len me losee um tanglefoot."
"Well, you'll lose it, anyhow, if you don't be
rnighty careful how you handle it, Hop."
"Me no dlinkee muchee, Misler Wild. Me takee
lillee dlinkee when me gittee pain, so be."
Hop spoke in a serious way, and any one to
have seen him just tpen would have believed
him to have been very innocent and not addicted
ti} the liquor habit at all.
The three rode on for perhaps two miles, and
then they found a rather steep path which would
lead them ou• of the gulch. Up this they rode
-and, striking a heavy patch of timber, they
turned and. rode back in the direction they- had
come. As they were on the side opposite to
the cave of the outlaws, there was little or no
danger of running across any of them, so they
continued on, and half a mile beyond their camping spot the y got down into the gulch a.g ain and
then were not long in joining their waiting companion . They had been gone over an hour, but
no one seemed to have been worrying about it.
"How did you make out, Wild?" Arietta asked,
for she usually put that question when the young
deadshot returned from a scouting trip.
"Fine, Et," was the reply. "We saw three of
the outlaws and one of their wives."
"You did!" and the girl opened wide" her eyes.
"Yes ; of course, I can 't swear that they we1·e
outlaws, but I believe them to be members of tha
hand we located last night."
The boy then related all that had taken place,
not forgetting to put in the humorous part of
it. Ji m and the girls listened ,vith great interest, and when Wild had finished they all declared that they would like to have been there
while it was going on.
"Well, Wild," said Arietta, as she looked her
young lover straight in the eyes, "the thing that
puzzles me now is what are you going to do
with yourself the rest of the day? You have
made up your mind to wait until to-night before
you interfere with the train hold-up. I know you
• well that it strikes me that you will have a
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pretty '.i.,r d t ime of it. You will never be able
to lie e!:"ound here doing nothing all that time."
"Et, I reckon you're right on that," and the
boy laughed lightly. " I haven't yet made up
my mind just how I mean to stop the robbery.
But I think it will be easy enough to do it. As
we already know, there a re but seven of the
outlaws, and I am well satis fied now that Jackson , t he man in charge of the tank-house and
switch, is one of t hem. No doubt it is he who
keeps the others informed as to the shipments
of gold on the express cars. I don't know if there
has been a robber y lately on the railroad or not.
It may be that th is gang has just begun operaticns. It could easily be that the two ·trackwalkers found a cave somewhere and conceived
the idea _of getting a few others to join with
them in such a business. Of course, we can only
surmise such to be the case, but after I have
thought it over for a while maybe I will form
some plan which may be the means of our lea1ning all about it before the times comes for the
l'Obbery to take place."
"I see. You have an idea of spying on the
outlaws before the day is over."
"Right you are, Et. I reckon I can do that
easily enough, for I flatter myself that I am
pretty good at such things. I started in at that
particular game when I was a very little fellow,
and though I have been caught napping several
times during my life, I have profited each time
by the experience and feel that I am almost invincible now."
"Well , if any one ever was that way you are
the one, Wild ," and the girl looked at him admiringly, as she tossed her golden head.
. A_rietta could tell pretty well that the boy ~a'>
rnclmed to be alone for a few minutes, · so she
turned from him and was soon chatting at a lively
i-ate with Anna and Eloise, just a s though there
was no such thing as danger lurking near them.
It mattered little to hei· that Y-0ung Wild West
had made more enemies. He was constantly doing that, it seemed, but at the same time he
usually made twice the nqmber of friends
wherever he went. It was simply a case of the
good and bad. The good all liked the young
dead shot, and the bad had cause to hate him.
Wild paced back and forth for at least five
minutes. Then he suddenly turned to Dart and
said:
"Well, Jim, you and I haven't been out on a
little scouting, trip in some time. Suppose you
go with . me now? I think Charlie would be willing to give way to you."
"Just as you say, Wild," the boy answered,
quickly. "You know very well that I am always
willing to do anything you say or suggest. If
you say you v.ant me to go with you, I'll go,· and
I'll go willingly, too. But may be Charlie mav
·
not feel quite satisfied about it."
"Hold on there!" the scout spoke up, raising his
hand earnestl y. "Don't yer t ','- '.: L.- an instant
that I'm goin' ter put up a kick. I like ter go
with Wild, of <:ourse, but I think it's all right
that you should go out with him once in a while.
I've been over to ther cave where ther outlaw
gang is hidin', an' it's no more than right that
you should go now. If you git a chance ter git
inside you'll beat me. But it's all right. Most
likely I'll git in there afore this piece of business
ia over with. One thing about it, if you two
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have anything ter happen to yer an' don't come
back when we think yer oughter, I'll know jest
where ter go to look for yer. Yes, I'll stay here
an' you kin bet your life if I'm needed I'll be
on hand."
"We know that well enough, Charlie," Young
Wild West answered, with a smile. "Well, Jim,
since I have made up my mind what we are going
to do, there is no use in delaying any. We will
start out right now."
Jim at once walked over to the rock his rifle
was leaning against. But the young deadshot
quickly told him that it was not necessary to take
it.
.
"We are not going out for the purpose of doing sharp-shootin g, Jim," Wild said. "What we
are going to do now will be strictly on the sly.
Vile must not let the outlaws see us, if we can
help it. A rifle will be rather cumbersome on
such an occasion. Anyhow, we can both do all
the shooting that's necessary with our guns."
Jim gave a nod to this, and then turning to
his sweetheart, he said:
"Well, Eloise, I reckon you needn't worry about
me while I'm gone. I don't know when we'll
be back. Maybe Wild can tell that better than
I can."
"If we are gone any longer than an hour, Charlie can come to look for us," our hero spoke up,
with a laugh.
.
The scout gave a nod, and smiled grimly.
"You kin bet your life I'll know where ter
come an' look, too, if yer fail ter show up," he
declared.
The two boys now set out, Wild leading the
way. The side of the mountain was pretty well
covered with scrub oaks and pines, while the under brush usually found in that section grew in
profusion. Moss-covered rocks as well as bare
ones were to be seen on every hand, and with the
fallen trees, some of which were rotted until they
were almost turned to powder, they had hardly
what might be called an easy path to follow.
But Jim Dart soon showed that he was quite
capable of the task before him, and he trod along
with about as much caution as did his dashing
young leader. In this way the two progressed
until they reached the foot of the hill upon which
- the young deadshot and the scout had been standing the night before when the light showed up in
such a puzzling manner to them. Then it was
necessary to turn off to the right in order to get
below· without running the risk of being seen.
While they saw _nothing of any one, it might be
possible that the outlaws had an opening somewhere in the cave through which they could peer
outside and watch for any one to come along.
It took about five minutes for the two to get
down into the ravine, as it might be termed, and
then after watching for a minute or two and
seeing nothing, they crossed and got upon the
side the cave was located upon.
It was necessary now to creep along on all
fours, for here and there was an open spot that
had to be crossed. But keeping close to the
foot of the almost perpendicular cliff, they went
along slowly, and finally Wild came to a halt
and motioned with his hand for Jim to do likewise. He knew he was within a dozen feet of
the secret door. He scrutinized the face of the
cliff clvSely, and was soon able to see the door,
for even though it was nothing more than a big

slab of rock it might be called a door. No doubt
the outlaws had pried the rock into position, and
it rested in a pivotal form, so that it could easily
be swung back and forth, as the occasion required, thus closing on opening the aperture that
formed the mouth of the cave. Wild knew quite
well that it would be dangerous to attempt to
get into the cave just then.
It might be that there was no one there, or that
all tha outlaws were gathered there just then.
The same rock he had hidden behind with Charlie the night before was now used for that purpose, and when Jim had got close up to it the
young deadshot said, in a whisper:
"Well, you see that jutting piece there that
looks something like a big knob, don't you?"
"Yes," was the reply.
"Well, by pushing that to the left the door
will open, and by pushing it back again it will
close. I suppose there is something on the inside
that is worked in the same manner. But that is
the way it is, Jim."
"A pretty good contrivance," Dart admitted.
"Yes, it's all=ight. A man with brains must
have figured it out. I don't know just who is
responsible for it, though the fellow calling himself Ned Jasper is the one we heard talking to
himself last night. He claimed the credit of the
whole thing, so I suppose we may as well let
him have it. Anyhow, it makes no difference to
us at all."
"Certainly not. But what do you intend to
do now, Wild?"
"Well, I would like to get inside the cave,
but I hardly think it advisable to try and go in
this way. Suppose we wait here for about ten
minutes, and if no one shows up we might go
back and climb to the top of the cliff and then
look around for another way to get into the cave."
"Just what I was thinking," D'krt declared,
nodd~ng his head.
Then the two settled down to wait, and scarcely five minutes had elapsed before they heard
footfalls. They crouched close behind the rock,
and the next moment a man appeared. It was
Jack. on, the man in charge of the switch. Waiting in silence, the two boys remained behind the rock until the man paused before the secret
door of the cave. Even then they did nothing
more than to draw a longer breath, for they had
no intention of disturbing him. Jackson pushed
upon the jutting piece of rock, and then Jim
saw the stone door wing open, almost noiselessly.
When the villain had gone inside it closed, and
then Jim whispered to his companion:
·
"Well, Wild, that certainly is great."
"That's right," was the reply. "But since we
now know that the cave is occupied, I reckon we
had better try and get in by another way. Come
on. We will leave this spot and go up to the
top of the cliff."
The two crept softly back to a i:;afe distance,
and then rising to their feet they looked for a
way to climb to where they wanted to get. It
was not long before they found it, and then up
they went and were soon at the top. But it was
over a hundred feet, so they knew they would
hardly find a chance in getting down into the
cave from there. The only way to do was to go
on down the slope toward the other side, and as
it wai:; very steep the chances were that there
might be an opening somewhere here. Down
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they went until they judged that they mu.st be , he had received a pretty hard knock when he
almost on a level with the foot of the chfl' on fell to the ground from the effects of a blow
the other side, and at a distance of a hundred that had been given him.
"That fellow is the boss of the ounch, Jim," he
feet, probably. Then the two began searching
about among the tangled mass· of vines and whispered, as he got his mouth close to Dart's
ahrubbery for something that might look like ear. -"He's the one I was forced to thrash this
morning. To look at him now you would think
an opening.
When they had been engaged in this. manner he amounted to a whole lot, wouldn't you?"
"You certainly would," was the reply. "But
for probably seven or eight minutes the clatter
of hoofs sounded off to the right. Instantly the the . others seem to have a pretty good opinion
two boys crouched behind a convenient rock and of him, so there is no reason why he shouldn't
waited. Nea1·er came the sounds, and presently act that way, I suppose."
a horseman rode up and came to a halt very
"Well, let's ~·et a little closer ·so we can hear
close to them. He looked around in a cautious what they are talking about. They seem to be
manner, and then dismounted, after which he took very much interested in what the fellow who
his horse by the bridle and led it in among the just came in here is saying."
.
bushes. The instant the man and horse had
It was quite easy for them to approach the
disappeared from view Wild was upon ~is f~et and outlaws without being seen, for the cave ran
following. Jim, of course, lost no time m fol- in anything like a regular form, and there were
lowing suit. They walked along noiselessly ~nd plenty of jutting points for them to conceal thempresently they came to an opening aqd wer~ Just selves behind as they moved forward. They went
in time to see the man leading the house mto a . on until they were within twenty feet of the
group, and then settled down into as comfortable
wide crevice.
"There it is, Jim!" Wild exclaimed, in a whis- positions as they could. The new arrival was
per. "Now, then, we'll give that fellow a chance talking earnestly, and the other six men who
to put his ho1·se away, and then we'll go in, too." were there paid great attention to him, especially
the leader, who was still sitting at the table.
"It's a sure thing that ther hundred thousand
will be in ther express-car to-night," the newCHAPTER V.-Red Light or White Light.
comer declared. "There ain't no use thinkin'
that there might be a mistake about it. I've
It was quite a risk the young deadshot and found it out for sartin this time, an' ther gold
his boy partner were taking, but neither of them is sent over ter Jimson ter pay off ther men at
seemed to regard it 'in that light. They were ther_ big smelter an' to settle up with ther conbent upon getting inside the cave, if for nothing tractor what's jest finished puttin' ther plant in
more than t:he curiosity they felt concerning it. shape. I got this all straight, an' jest 'cause I
After waiting a reasonable length of time, made a mistake about last night don't say that
Wild nodded to Jim, and then started boldly for I've made another mistake this time. There
the openinl!'. He paused as he reached it, but ain't no one thinkin' of sich a thing as there's
enly long enough to whisper to his companion goin' ter be a hold-up, either, so we might as well
to keep close to him, and then pushed his way
settle right now as ter what we're goin' ter do
boldly inside, where it was quite dark. They in order ter git hold of ther l?Old."
stepped along carefully, and the further they
"Walker, I reckon that part of it is up to me,"
went the darker it became. But they were able spoke up Ned Jasper, as he patted his bruised
to see just enough to permit them to walk along face as though it hurt him slightly. "I've already
without running the risk of stepping into some told ther rest of ther boys what I intend fer do ..
pitfall. However, there could hardly be a c}:iance I don't think there's any ,use in wreckin' ther
of this, since a man had led a horse that way. train an' killin' a whole lot of innocent people. I
After going a little over forty feet, there came ain't out for murder, an' I never was. What I
a turn to the left, and then they saw it was want ter , git is ther hundred thousand, so I'll
lighter inside. They had reached the cave, and- mighty soon tell yer how we're goin' ter do it."
they well knew it, so they prepared themselves
"So you have fixed it all up then, eh, Ned?"
for anything that might happen; and then turned Walker asked, looking a bit surprised.
and, keeping close to the rocky wall, .Proceeded
"Yes, we're goin' ter do it by dynamite. Maybe
for a short distance. Somethin,t like a hundred ther express messenger will git his medicine. But
feet from them they could see the forms of half that can't be helped."
a dozen men sitting and standing. The under"vVell, if you're goin' ter blow up ther train
ground place was lighted by an opening at the end with dynamite, I don't see why a whole lot won't
of the left, and seemed to be fitted up in the git killed."
rude fashion of a dwelling-place. There was not
"Yer don't see, eh? Well, jest listen ter me
much in the way of furniture there, but the plain tiil I git through an' then you'll see. I reckon
table and boxes and stools that were scattered you oughter know that if ther red light shows
about gave it a somewhat homelike appearance. at ther switch all of a sudden ther engineer
Wild smiled when the saw the fellow who called will stop ther locomotive. Yer know that, don't
'hlroself Ned Jasper, and who had been thrashed yer?"
.so soundly by him that morning, sitting at the
"I reckon I do."
table and acting very much as though he was a
"Well, if ther white light is showin' at ther
.sort of ruler or king. The villain's face was time he ain't likely ter stop, is he?"
badly swollen from the punishment he had re"Of course not. He'll keep right on goin'."
ceived, and even in .the rather dim light the boy
"Well, my idea is ter have ther right light
eould see it. One of his eyes was partly closed, showin', an' then jest as ther train comes ter a
and a patch of plaster was on his temple, where stop we kin run up with ther sticks of dynamite
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an' have everything all ready ter touch 'em off.
Up will go ther express-car, an' then it oughter
~ be putty easy for some of us ter git ther hundred thousand, while ther rest takes care of ther
train-hands an' passengers."
"That sounds nutty good," Walker said, sneeringly, as he turned to the rest. "But don't count
me in on any sich game a~ that. You know as
well as I do that if it was done. that way some
of us would be apt ter git shot. Then ther engineer an' fireman would be ahead of us, an'
U:er conductor an' ther rest would be ther other
side. Ther express-car will be next to ther locomotive, of course. Afore we could g,it that
dynamite in shape so it could be set off there
would be a bunch of men after us, an' ther bullets would be flyin' as thick as hail. Ned, you're
a putty good schemer, but I don't think your
plan is worth shucks. If you·n listen to me I'll
tell yer a better one."
It was verv evident that the leader of the outlaws did not like this very much, but when he
had looked at the rest he must have come to the
conclusion that they were rather of the opinion
of Walker, so he said:
"All right, then, if you kin think of anything
better, jest spit it out. I'm always willin' ter
let yer all have your say."
"All right. I'll mighty soon tell my plan, which
is ther only plan that could be worked out right.
But if it's carried out there'll be a whole lot
killed, of course. But what's that to us? There's
lots of train-wrecks an' plenty of people killed
every now an' then, an' it ain't always 'cause sich
fellers as us causes ther wrecks, eithe1. Now,
then, you spoke somethin' about ther switchlights. What we want is ter have ther white
lights showin' when ther train comes through tonight. But. of course, we 'll have ter fix up ther
track a little afore it's time for it to come along.
All's we\·e got ter do is ter pry up one rail an'
move it a few inches. That will do ther jolJ
mighty good. When she comes through at all
speed past ther tank-house ther locomotive will
leave ther track, an' then down ther bank ther
whole outfit will go in a heap. There'll be an
awful mess of it, an' plenty steam flying around,
but it won't take us long ter git into ther
express-car, if we work it right. Dynamite will
blow up ther safe, an' we oughter git away with
ther hundred thousand in short order. Now,
then, that's my plan, an ' if you think it's all
right you kin let ther boys vote on it an' see
which of ther two ways they want it done."
"I'm willin' to do that, but I don't think your
plan is any better than mine," Jasper declared.
'l'hen, after a pause, he nodded to those present
and added:
.
"Well, boys, which will it be, red light or white
light?"
"White light," said one of them.
"Red light," called out anothe1·.
"White light," came from a third, and then
the fourth called out, "White light."
Neither Jasper nor Walker took a vote on it,
but as it stood it was four to two, counting
them both. Wild took notice that the switchman
was the one who vcited to have the train stopped
at the red light, and he g:ave him what little
credit there was due him for it, for he judged
that he did not want to f'. e a whole lot of inLocent people killed when ;he engine and cars

were derailed. The young deadshot was in no
hurry to leave, for he thought the program
might be changed after a while. He waited there
with his partner for fully ten minutes after that,
and both listened to the conversation that ensued. It was mostly about the proposed robberyJ
but the more they talked the more they seeme
satisfied -to have the white light shining at the
switch, and let the train leave the track. Finally
the young deadshot nodded to Jim, and then crept
softly back through the passage, through which
tl1ey had entered the cave. The viflains did not
seem to be inclined to leave just then, for tpey
had settled down to drink and smoke while they .
conversed. The two boys got out easily enough,
and as they finally arose to their feet and started
leisurely through the bushes to reach the camp,
Wild said:
"Well, it was a case of red light or white
light, Jim, but I reckon when the train comes
through to-night there will be no light {lt all. The
white light might shine long enough for the engineer to get a glimpse of it, but before his engine reaches it it will be out. That will stop
the train, I reckon."
"It certainly will. No engineer would let his
locomotive run at full speed if he suddenly saw
a switch-light disappeared," Jim declared.
"But in the meantime we will see to it that
in case the engineer does not stop the train it
will be all right, anyhow. I don't propo. e to
permit the villains to remove a rail from the
track."
•
"I should think not, Wild."
"Well, they shall not do it, that's certain."
When the two reached the camp . they found
Cheyenne Charlie eager to hear how they had
made out, and when they related the good luck
they had met with he w.as fairly delighted.
"Red light or white light," he said with a
chuckle. "Well, it's all right. I reckon some of
them galoots will never see daylight ag'in, after
it once gits dark to-night. They sartinly won't,
not if I draw a bead on 'em."
"Thats all right, Charlie. Just take it easy.
I mean to let them go ahead,ju t far enough, and
then put a stop to the game. We'll swoop down
on them just as they start in to remove the track,
and I think it will be quite easy to make them all
prisoners. We can take them by surprise, you
know."
"I reckon we kin, Wild. It oughter be easy
enough ter git seven measly coyotes like they
are."
"And after we have got them, Charlie," the
young deadshot went on, "I may take a notion
to put out the red light, after all, in order
to i,;top the train. Of course, we don't want to
be bothered with the prisoner.s. We want them
to go through on the train and be properly taken
care of by the authorities."
"Well, it will be a red light, then," and the
scout chuckled again.
It was not yet noon, so our friends still had
a rather tedious time to wait. As the cook started in to prepare the dinner he found that he
did not have quite as much firewood as be required, and looked around for his brother. But
Hop was nowhe1·e to be seen. The moment Wing
spoke of it the rei,;t became interested.
"Where has ther yaller heathen gone, I wonder?" the sco~t asked in surprise."
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"Toward tank house," said Wing.
"We've got to go and look for Hop," said Wild.
"We'll go on foot, and it might be that it won't
be necessary for us to show ourselves at the
- tank-house. But I am pretty well satisfied that
he has gone there. Come to think of it, he might
make out all right, too, since the switchman was
al, the cave when we left. No one but his wife
is there, and if that's the case, Hop will find it
mighty easy to get whisky. Come on, we must
not .run any chances. There's no telling just
when the switchman may come back, and if he
should happen to bring one or two of the outlaws with him Hop might fare badly."
Charlie gave a nod, and then, without waiting
a minute, the two started to make their way
to the tank-house.

CHAPTER VI.-Wild Takes A Prisoner.
Young Wild West and Cheyenne Charlie had
no trouble whatever in j!'etting close to the shanty
at the side of the railroad track. They did not
go around to the front of it, for they knew it
was on that side that- the door to the dwelling
part of the structure was located. The shanty
stood upon posts at the side of the track, and
there was a wide door that opened on a level with
a freight car, so that the supplies might be taken
from the car and stowed without extra handling.
The two ventured across the track after listening a while and hearing Hoo's voice inside, for
they knew that by the way he was talking everything was going right with him.
They heard him say that the woman's husband
was comin , and then they waited to see what
would happen next. Then the Chinaman jumped
out of the window and they saw him plainly as
he sneaked away, but didyot make their presence known.
"I reckon we'll stay right here a while, Charlie," the young deadshot said. "We might get a
little further information by listening to what
the switch-tender has to say."
"Right yer are, Wild," was the reply. "We're
safe enough here. It ain't likely ther sneakin'
coyote will come lookin' under here for anything.
There's some railroad ties over there ter hide
us on that side, an' this end is already up, while
there's a bank over there. We're all right, unless some one happens ter look in here for Mme
'
purpose or other."
"Well, I guess even then we would be all right,"
was the reply; "for if we can't take care of ourselves with such a fellow as the switch-tender
is, I don't know, that's all."
They heard the w.oman bustling about over
their heads, and then it was not long before her
husband entered the shanty.
"Well, what did yer do up there?" she asked,
as though she was much interested.
"Everything is fixed," was the reply.
The dishes began to rattle presently, and they
knew she was getting dinner ready for her
spouse. The conversation did not drift upon the
topic they were anxious to hear about, so they
decided to get from under the shanty and go on
back to the camp, for they knew that Hop was
there by this time with a fresh supply of tanglefoot. .Two minutP.s later they were working their
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-.vay along behind the rocks, and they hurried
back to the camp.
Hop was calmly sitting upon a rock and telling
of his visit to the woman at the tank-house when
they arrived. He looked rather sheepish when
he saw Wild and Charlie, but managed to make
it appear that he had done nothing wrong.
Our friends had their noonday meal, and then
settled down to make the best of the afternoon.
But along toward the end of it the young dead- •
shot grew so restless that he declared he must go
out somewhere.
"Let me go with you, Wild," Arietta said,
eagerly. "We needn't go in the direction of the
outlaws' cave."
"All right, Et," was the reply. "We'll take a
ride off to the south, and maybe we might get a
shot at something in the way of game. If any
one else wants to go they are welcome."
Jim and Eloise wanted to go right away. but
Anna declared that she had some mending to do,
and she would stay in camp and keep her husband company. The two boys and the girls soon
got their-horses ready, and then mounting, they
rode away down the gulch. When they hall rounded a bend they crossed the railroad track and
took to the higher country. They rode along
for about ten miles, and not seeing anything
that was worth shooting, they halted for a rest •
and then started back, knowing that it would he
suppertime when they arrived at the camp.
It happened that they had gone in the direction
of the mining camp called Jimson, and as they
started to go back they took a different course
and presently found themselves on a trail that ran
about parallel with the railroad track below.
Half-way back they suddenly heard the clatte~ of
ho1·ses' hoofs. At first Wild thought it would be
advisable to ride into the woods and hide, b•1t
he quickly decided that they might as well keep
right on and see who it was.
The next moment a horseman appeared, and
when the young deadshot· saw it was. the man
who had been the last to enter the cave while
he and Jim were hiding near at hand, he gave
a nod of satisfaction. He knew very well that
this fellow had never seen any of them, so he
would not think; it very strange unless he had
been told just how the boy who had thrashed the
leader of the gang looked. But, anyhow, he was
willing to take the chances of having his identity disclosed.
"Hello, stranger!" the young deadshot called
out, pleasantly, as the horseman brought his horse
down to a walk .
. "~ow are yer?" was the reply, while a qnes•tiomng look was cast at them. "Which way are
you folks goin' ?"
"To Del Norte," was the reply.
"Well, I reckon that's a mighty long ride from
here. It's forty-five miles, easy enough "
"Well, there must be some place where we
can stop before we get there, then. Isn't there
a railroad station between here and Dell Norte?"
uNope, not a thing. You have got a mig-hty
long ride before you. Been over to J imson, r
s'pose ?"
"Yes, we left there about two l1ours ago."
"Didn't any one tell you how far it was ter
Del Norte?"
"No, we didn't ask."
"Well, if you know when you're weJ! oif you'll
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turn back an' go where you started from. I'm
goin' over there now. I Jive there."
"Do you work for the railroad company?"
" No," and the man looked somewhat surprised.
"I work at ther big sn1elter over there. But
say!" he added, as he looked carefully at the boy,
"haven't you been around this way afore today ?"
"Well, I don't know. I might have been . .Why
do you a sk that?"
"Well, I heard some one say that Young Wild
West was around these parts, an ' from t her wa y
they say he looked you must be him."
"Well, I reckon _you have got that right,
stranger. Who was it tol d you about it, Ned
Jasper?"
"Never mind who told me," and the horseman
became Yet y uneasy all at once. "It's all right,
anyhow. If you're Young Wild West I'm glad
ter know I've met yer. I've heard tell that you're
ther Champion Deadshot."
·
"Well, I never laid claim to being the Champion
Deadshot, though lots of my friends have given
me that nickname. But I can shoot pretty well,
stranger, whether it's for fun or for fair. If
you are going to Jimson, I reckon we'll go along
with you, for we certainly don 't expect to ride
forty-five miles yet to-night."
"I reckon I've got ter gcr back afore I go on
to Jimson," was the reply. "I've forgot sometbin'."
·
"Where are you going back to-the .cave?"
· The vi1}ain turned very pale at this, and attempted to turn his horse. But the young deadshot was altogether too quick for him. A word
from him caused the sorrel to leap forward, and
he succeeded in gripping the bridle of the steed.
"Don't be in a hurry, my friend," Wild said, in
- his cool and easy way. "Since you recognize rue,
I may as well tell you that I know all about your
gang. If you're ready to go on to Jimson, you
won't get your medicine, like the rest of the gang
will get tonight when they attempt to get hold of
the hundred thousand dollars in gold. I reckon
you're my prisoner. Now, then, you may as
well take it easy, for if you attempt to put up
a fight you'll get the worst of it. Just hold up
your hands!"
'
.
"Caught, by ginger! " gasped the outlaw, a
frighteped look showing in his eyes.
But he put up hfs hands, just the same, and
then Wild coolly removed the revolver and hunting knife from his belt.
"Now, then," said the boy, with a smile, "you
can ride right along with us. We will take you to
our camp and fix you so you'll stay there until
we get ready to take you away. , When we get
pretty close to the cave you want to see to it
that you keep your mouth closed, for if you
should happen to let out a cry of any kind I'll
shoot you, just as I would a rattler."
"I won't say a word, Young Wild West, and
you had better let me go. If yer do, I promise
you ter keep my hands out of ther game: I'll
admit that I was .ther one what found out about
ther gold comin'. through to-night on ther train,
but I decided that I wasn't goin' ter have nothjn' ter do with blowin' up ther express-car, an'
that's why I started off' for Jimson. It took me
quite a little time ter make ther rest believe
that it would be better for me ter go on back,
but after a while they allowed it would, so I

started off. I never thought I was goin' ter meet
you, an' if it hadn 't been ·that Jasper told me
jest how you looked I would never have guessed
it was you. I know your game, all right, Young
Wild West. You're waitin' for ther gang to
git down on ther track an' start ter take out ther
rail. Then you'll swoop down on 'em an' ketch
'em 'dead ter rights."
1
' That's about the size of it," and the young
deadshot smiled at him. "You're pretty good on
the guess, my friend."
"Ain't you goin' ter let me go?"
"No; that wouldn't be hardly right. I reckon
you'll go through to Jimson on i he train tonight, along with the rest. Probably some, of
them won't be alive when they take the nde,
but they're all going, you can bet."
They now started to ride along, Wild keeping
hold of the man's bridle. Jim rode a little in
advance, and the two girls brought up the rear.
"Be careful to strike off a little when we get
close to that cave, Jim," Wild said, to his partner.
"All right," was the reply.
The prisoner did not have much to say until
they had nearly reached the camp. Then he began pleading with them earnestly to be released.
But, of course, Young Wild West would not give
him his liberty, not just then, anyhow, for it he
had done so the fellow would surely have given
warning to the rest of the gang.
"If. you behave yourself and make a clean
breast of the whole business, the chances are
that you may get off lightly," our hero told him.
"Don't do any more coaxing, for · you have got to
take the train to Jimson to-night, along with
the rest of them."
"Well, if I'm in for it, I s'pose I may as well
keep my mouth shut, but it's mighty tough, 'cause
I did think I was goin' ter git hold' of a nice
little boodle to-night for my share of ther
money."
" Well, you needn't worry about that part of it,
for you won't need anything in the way of money
for the next two or three years. About the best
you can get off with is that length of time."
T~ey went on around the spot they were
amaous to evade, and succeeded in reaching the
camp without beeing seen by the villains who
had planned to rob the train that night. The
prisoner was securely tied so there would be no
possible chance of his making his escape and
then. they ate their supper and settled do~n to
- wait for the time to come when the real work
would begin.

CHAPTER VIL-Waiting.
Young Wild West did not fear for the ; af~ty
of the girls, so a little after nine o'clock he told
bis two partners that he was going to do a
little scouting, and tnat he wished them to ac~ompany him.
"I reckon everything will be all right here until
we get back," he said. "There's no need of the
girls being on the scene 'until the train is stopped. Then they can be near enough at hand to
see what happens."
"We surely want to be there, Wild," Arietta
spoke up, earnestly. "It may be that we cu
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help you. I shall be 1<eady to take- part if there
is a fight, you know."
"You are always re<1,dy, Et," was the smiling
retort. "But I hardly think it will be necessary
to have a real fight to-night. We want to capture
the rascals and send them alive to Jimson. Then
we can ride over there in the morning' and appear as witne~ses against them."
The prisoner, whose name was Walker, seemed
to brighten up a little when he heard this. No
doubt he thought he would have a chance of escaping if Young Wild West and his partners
were going away. But Cheyenne Charlie had
seen to it that he was tied securely, and unless
he had help from outside it was next to an impossibility for him to get away. To make sure
that he was all right, the scout looked him over
carefully and felt of the knots before he was
ready to follow the young deadshot and Dart.
Of course, the three were, going over to the
secret cave. There was a so:r-t of fascination
about the place, anyhow, and the neatly contrived
door was something worth looking at. Our three
- friends did not lose any of their caution a s they
proceeded on their way, and finally they descended into the hollow and moved slowly along'
close to the face of the cliff. Just as they were
within a few yards of it the door opened and
a light showed. Cheyenne Charlie gave a low
chuckle.
"Same a s it wa ~ last night, Wild," he whispered.
"That's right, Charlie; but keep stiil. Don't
make the least .sound, for we don't want to be
discovered now. It would s poil the whole business."
A man came out of the cave and stood before
the opened door for the s pace of a minute or
two. He was looking down toward the railroad
track in the gulch below, and after remaining
there for a. full minute, he turned and closed the
stone door. Then he went leisurel y down the
hill, and it was easy for our friends to guess
that he was heading for the tank-house.
"Blamed if I wouldn't like ter git inside there,
~ Wild," the scout declared, after a short silence
had elapsed and the man's foot steps had about
died out. "You an' Jim has seen how it looks
in that cave, but I ain't."
"Well, I think it would be an easy matter to
get there, Charlie,'' was the reply. "We could
go around by the other way, and it might be just
as easy to try it from this side. If we could
satisfy ourselves that the light is gone, it will
show conclusivel.y that there's no one close by.
From what Jim and I saw when we went in by
the back way, the part of the underground place
that is occupied by the villains lies probably
forty feet away from here and a little to the left.
We'll see if we can see anything of a light
through a crack."
Without waiting to hear what the scout might
say in reply to th.is, the young deads hot crept
orward, and knowing just where the door was,
he crouched low and looked through a crack.
A faint light could be seen, which told him that
the light was still there. But even a . he looked
it gradually began ·to die out, and soon it was
all darkness -within. His two partner:; were within a yard of him, so he quickly gave a nod to
them to let them know that everything was all
d&ht, and then without any hesitation he pushed
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upon the knob of rock and the door slowly opened. It was dark as pitch, and that meant that
there was nothing ,there to interfere with them,
so the three passed in with a noiseless tread.
Wild pushed the stone back into place and
succeeded in making it catch, so it would remain .
shut. Then he moved to the left until his hands
came in contact with a rough wall of rock. Charlie and Jim followed every move he made with
exactness, and keeping on close to the natural
wall, they soon came to a wide opening and then
they could see a light. It came from a passage
but a short distance from them, and the young
deadshot knew then that by going through that
passage they would reach the part of the cave
that the outlaws used a s their living quarters. He
judged that when they brought the hor-ses in it
must be by the other way, for the passage was
so low and narrow here that it was harrlly possible that a horse could get through. But this
had nothing to do with the case just then, and
went upon giving Charlie a chance to see the interior of the rendezvous, and at the same time
feeling much interested himself, our hero led the
way forward, and after going about twenty feet
through the passage, he came to the main part of
the cave.
There were four men there, and they were sitting around a table playing cards and drinking
and smoking. They appeared to be perfectly at
their ease, too, for they were laughing and chatting as our three friends looked at them from the
mouth of the passage. When Wild saw that Ned
Jasper, the leader, was not there he judged that
he must have been the one who had gone out of
the cave just before they entered. The switchtender was also missing from the party, but there
was nothing strange in that, since undoubtedly he
was down at the shanty by the railroad track.
Charlie took great delight ·in watching the villains_, who seemed to be really happy. They were
playmg for money, too, and the coins jingled as
they were placed upon the table. Crouching in a
shadow, the three waited, for they expected the
men might talk of what they proposed to do when
the train was Del Norte came along. But it was
fully ten minutes before the subject was mentioned at all. Then the fellow called Cooley casually remarked that in a little more than two .
hours they might expect to be very busy.
"Yes, we'll be busy enough," one of them retorted, shaking his head. "If it happens that
things go wrong we may git shot or took prisoners, too. I tell you, boys, I don't think much of
lettin' Walker go back ter Jimson. He had a
right ter stay here an' run as much 1:.isk as we
do."
"I thought that, too," another declared, as he
looked up from the cards he was holding. "But
Ned seemed ter think it was all right. He says
as how Walker done his share by keepin' us
posted as to when ther gold was comin' through.
That ma y be all right, but if anything happens
ter us he'll go scot free, an' he'll hold his job
at ther smelter, jest ther same, while we'll either
be shot or sent to prison."
" Well, don't let's talk about anything iike that"
the third declared, forcing a laugh. "Ned h~
gone out to git ther dynamite an' take it down to
ther tank-house, so it will be all right. He said
as how he would bring some whisky back · too
You know, we've got almost half a barred of the;
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stuff down there, an' I think it oughter been track. I won't change it now, Charlie. If we go
brought up here afore this. But Ned is ther at it right we will catch them easy enough. There
boss. He said it was best ter bring up what we will be five of them, of cour e, but there are
want in bottles, though if an- inspector should three of us, and if we are not capable of taking
happen ter come along an' find ther whisky in ther care of that gang, we ought to quit entirely and -.tank-house there sartinly would be trouble for go out of business."
Jackson."
"That's right," Jim Dart whispered. "Don't be
This was quite interesting to the three listen- in a hurry, Charlie."
ers, but the longer they remained the1·e the more
There was really nothing to detain them there,
they thought that they were in danger of being so as soon as Ned Jasper had settled down upon
discovered, for it was possible that the leader of the most comfortable seat in the underground
the gang might return at any moment. Wild drew apartment, and the card-game had been resumed,
back a little and felt around for some better hid- Wild suggested that they go back. They crept
ing-pla,-::e. He soon found one, for there was a softly out into the passage, and then it was not
good-sized niche right at hand, and from it they long before they got to the entrance, even though
could look into the rocky apartment before them. it was so dark they could not see a bit ahead of
In they · crept, and then sitting upon the rough them. But thev felt. their way along, the same
stone floor they waited. It was not long that they as they had done upon entering. Wild caused the
had to wait, either, for suddenly a little bell tin- stone which answered the purpose of a door to
kled and then one of the card-players jumped to swing open. Then it occured· to him that the bellcord might be attached to it. But hearing nothing
his feet and exclaimed:
''It's Ned comin' back!"
in . the way of a jingle, he conclu{led that Jasper
Wild and his partners saw the bell suspended must have caused the bell to ring by some other
from a jutting piece of rock close to the table, means. But it was too dark to think of finding_ ,
and they knew that it must be connected with a out just how he had done it then, so the three
string to the outside, or possibly to the stone passed out, closing the entrance after them. They
door. The outlaw who had risen g·uickly seized took their time about going back to the camp,
the lantern and turning up the wick so it gave a and when they got there they found that they
better light, he passed out through the passage. had not been away much more tt,.an half an hour.
Our friends heard him talking to some one, and
"Ther time is sartinly passin' mighty slow,
then back he came, fdllowed by Ned Jasper, who bc.ys," the scout said, shaking his head. "I wish it
carried a couple of whisky bottles.
was time for ther blamed train to show up."
"Well, boys," the leader said, as he placed the
"Well, it's not due here until midnight, so we
bottles on the table, "I didn't wait very long. I may as well make up our minds to take it easy
got ther dynamite an' went down with it mighty until the time comes," our hero answered.
quick, 'cause I wasn't afraid of slippin' an' have
"Oh, it's easy enough ter ms',ke up your mind
an explosion to occur. I put it under ther tank- ter take it easy, but when you're thinkin' that
house by some old ties, an' Jackson was with me there's likely to be a lively scrimmage, you git
at ther time, so we can't make no mistake about kinder uneasy . like. That's ther way it is with
it when we want it. Here's some bug-juice for me, anyhow."
yer. Now, then, you kin all liquor up, but you
The prisoner looked at them eage,-ly as they
want to be careful an' don't take too much, 'cause came back.
this job we've got on hand to-night is ther most • "Maybe you have made up your minds ter let
important one we've ever tackled. We ain't never me go, Young Wild West," he observed.
held up a railroad train afore, an' we want ter
"In all," was the reply. "Have you tried to
make a good job of ther first try we have at it. get away during our absence?"
But I don't see how we could go wrong. Jack"Yes, I've been doin' my best, I'll admit. But
son has got ther tools to pull out ther spikes an' I couldn't slip ther knots."
git ther rail loose. He says it kin be done in less
"You're mighty honest about sayin' it, I reck•
than fifteen minutes, too."
on," Charlie spoke up, smiling grimly at him.
"But won't there be a lot of noise made in
"Well, what's ther use of lyin' about it?" Walkdoin' it?" Cooley asked.
er answered. "You couldn't blame me if I tried
"Well, what if there.is some noise made? Who's te1· git away, could yer? Ther thought of a
goin' te1· hear it? You oughter know that there prison starin' me in ther face ain't a very pleasain't no one within miles of us. We'll wait to do ant thing, is it?"
it till about fifteen minutes afore ther train is
"Well, if you had been honest and not mixed
due, anyhow."
up with such a gang as you have got into you
Cooley nodded and said no more. It was evi- would be all right now."
dent that he regarded the leader as knowing his
"I know that well enough, an' I'm awful sorry
business, and was willing to give in to anything that I ever got acquainted with Ned Jasper an'
he said. A cork was drawn from one of the bot- Jackson. Them's ther two what got me in ther
tl?-.a, and then without going to the trouble to look game. Jackson has been <loin' crooked work for
11p c-m_ps or glasses, all hands took a drink.
ther last year, an' he's been actin' accordin' to
"Wild," said Charlie, in a low whisper, as he ther advice of Ned Jasper. It's mighty strange
touched the young deadshot on the shoulder, ''if that he never got .caught in it, but it seems he
we only wanted ter do it, how easy it would be ain't an' he's got a putty good pull with ther
ter corral that bunch 1·ight now. It would save a officials of ther railroad at this very minute. Oh,
whole lot of trouble, maybe, if we did . What do he won't git no blame for what happens to-night
yer think about it ? "
- I mean he wouldn't if ther thing was carried
"No," and our hero shook his head. "I have through. Of course, since you know all about
made up my mind to let them go ahead and be- him, you'll have him took along with ther rest
1dn their work hv removin.£ the sail from the ter Jimson."
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bet all you're worth. we will," Wild
retorted, nodding his head and smiling. "Jackson certainly ought to get a full dose. He has
been betraying the trust that has been placed
in him by his employers, and that alone should
send him to prison for a good long term."

CHAPTER VI1 I.-The Shot That Saved the
Train.
It was just half -past eleven o'clock when Young
Wild West and his partners were ready to go to
the scene of the proposed train robbery. After
bidding the girls to remain there until they heard
the train coming, the young deadshot ·turned to
go in the direction of the tank-house.
"Wait Young Wild West," Walker called out,
nervousi'y. "You said-you might let me go. Can't
you do it now, afore this thing happens. I'll take
my horse an' I'll ride in any direction you tell me
to."
Without answering him directly, Wild turned to
Arietta and said:
"Well, Et, when you hear the train coming you
can cut the fellow loose and let him go. You
seem to think it's all right to free him, so I'll
leave it to you. But don't let him go until that
time."
"All right, Wild, I'll see to it that your instructions are carried out to the very letter," the
girl answered.
The three were scarcely out of hearing when
Walker turned pleadingly to the girl and asked to
be released right away.
"Miss, I reckon you know that I mean everything I've said by this time. I wouldn't feel safe
ter stay around here while Young Wild West an'
his pards is gittin' ther rest of ther gang. Let
me go now, won't you?"
"No," was the retort. "You heard what Young
Wild West said. But I'll let one of our Chinamen
have your horse all ready for you, and when I
•. hear the first signs of the train coming I'll give
you your liberty and you can ride off. We'll let
you take along · some food, too. We don't intend
to be mean with you at all, and you're to be very
thankful for it."
"I am, m1ss. I'll never forgit yer for actin'
this way. I s'pose if it hadn't been for you puttin' in a word for me, Youni(Wild West wouldn't
have made up his mind ter let me go."
"Well, say no more about it, please."
"I won't say another word, miss."
Arietta turned to Hop soon after that and told
him to get the man's horse ready. Then she saw
to it herself that he was provided with food
enough to last him a day or two. The latter was
made into a bundle and tied to the saddle. Then
the horse was hitched to a convenient tree, and
they all waited to hear the first sounds made by
the train. It happened that the wind was blowing
the right way that night, and when it still lacked
five minutes of the time the train was due at the
tank-house, the whistle of the locomotive sounded in the distance.
·
"There she comes!" Walker cried, and he made
. a struggle to free herself so he might be off without delay. 1
"Yes, the train is comin.11:," Arietta answered.
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as she drew a knife from her belt. . "I will keep
my word."
Then she quickly cut his bonds and Walker
arose to his feet.
"Miss," said he, with apparent sincerity, "if
ever I kin do you or any of your friends a good
· turn I'll do it. I'm goin' ter be a different man.
Maybe I won't git no .share of ther hundred thousand what's on ther train to-night, but I'll find
a way of makin' my livin', an' it will be an honest
one, too. Good-night, all hands!"
He vaulted into the saddle, and then turned
directly toward the railroad track.
"Hold on!" Arietta cried. "Don't go that way!"
"That's all right," was the reply. "I've changed
my mind. I'm goin' ter try an' save my pard s. I
was a little too smart for yer, gal. But it's too
late for yer ter do anything now. If I git a
chance at Young Wild West I'll pop him over
quicker than lightnin', too!"
.
"Duped!" the girl exclaimed, her face paling.
"Hop, get my horse, and be quick about it."
The Chinaman ran to do her bidding. But it
happened that he came upon Wild's sorrel stallion
first, and before he knew it he had swung a saddle upon his back. Arietta ran forward just as
he saw his mistake. But she told him to let it go
at that.
"I'll ride Spitfire!" she exclaimed. "He can go
faster than my own horse, anyhow. Buckle Uf
the girths and hurry up, while I put the bridle on.
The girl worked swiftly, while Anna and Eloise
stood by, not knowing what to do. Again the
whistle of the train sounded and then they all
knew that it was still quite some distance down
the track. The clatter of hoofs had died out,
which told plainly that Walker must have brought
his horse down to a walk in order to get close
enough to Wild and his partners to carry out his
traitorous work.
"Bully uppee, Missee Alietta!" Hop exclaimed~
as he assisted the girl to mount. "You ketchee
um bad Melican man velly muchee quickee. He
no goodee. When you see him you shootee."
"I will be tempted to do it, Hop," retorted the
girl, and then away she went over the rocky trail
through the gulch.
Meanwhile, the rumbling of the train could be
heard pretty close at hand now. The girl looked
back, but there was a bend, so the headligat of
the locomotive was obscured from her view. But
when she had gone a little further on she saw it
suddenly loom up at a distance of half a mile.
It was only a couple of hundred yards to the tankhouse now, and as she turned andJooked in that
direction she caught sight of a horse walking
close to the railroad track. Swiftly she rode along,
and soon came up with the animal. It was Walk-·
er's. The villain had evidently dismounted and
started ahead on foot.
"All right!" the girl exclaimed, as she gave a
nod of her golden head. "I'll catch you yet."
Just then two revolver shots sounded close to
the tank-house. A yell followed, and then several
more shots rang out. The girl felt herself turning pale. But, nothing daunted, she galloped on.
As she rode past the tank-house she saw the
white light shining td let the engineer know that
the track was clear. But tbere was a slight bend
there, and as she got to it she saw three forma
scurrying about.
"Wild! Wild!" she shouted.

.,
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be no train robqery to-night, and you can depend
on that. We have been waiting ever since last
night to stop it, and we are going to do it."
"I ain't got nothin' to do with it," she declared,
in a frightened tone of voice. You go on in. Don't
you come out again till I tell you to, or you might
get shot through a mistake."
Back she went into the house, and then the
three started down the track. They could see the
forms of the men as they were working away,
and they hurried on. It was not until they were
within a hundred feet of the outlaws that they
were seen by them. Then some one uttered a
sharp cry of warning and the villains immediately darted for cover.
"Get eve1· to the other side, so they can't get
up the hill and reach the ,c ave, boys," our hero
said, in an undertone. "We must not let them
escape. We are going to have a little harder
time of it than I thought, but we'll get them, just
the same."
Charlie and Jim knew exactly what to do, and
away thev went across the gulch and were soon
stationed among some rocks where it would be
impossible for the men to· ascend the hill without
teing seen by them. Wild knew about where they
were hiding, though · not waiting until his partners had reached the point where he had told
them to go, he began creeping around, hoping to
fi{ld them in a bunch. If he did this he knew he
could easily take them by surprise and end the
game right then and there. There were so many
places in the · gulch to hide, especially when it
was dark, that it was fully t en minutes before he
got the least inkling tQ where an y of them were.
Then by the merest chance he happened to see the
CHAPTER IX.-The Hundred Thousand I s Saved. form of a man creeping stealthil y toward the hill:
The young deadshot knew exactl y what to do. He
Young Wild West and his two partners had turned and moved swiftly so he would intereept
proceeded with the utmost caution when they ap- the -fellow b~fore he got to the path that led up
proached the tank-house. From what they heard to the secret cave. He barely had time to do this,
they hardly expected the outlaws to be there yet, but succeeded in it when . the fellow was yet a
but when they reached the shant y, sounds further hundred feet from where Charlie and Jim were
up the track told them that the villai:tis were al- hiding. The man was creeping along carefully, as
t hough he feared he might make a sound that
ready at work.
"Great Scott, Charlie! " Wild exclaimed, as he would be hear d. It was evident that he, as well
turned to the scout, who was close behind him. a s the rest, were afraid to make an open fight of
it, and they meant to endeavor to get away with"I reckoif° the y are taking up the rail alread y."
out being observed. Wild simply reached out
"It sartinly sounds so, Wild," was the reply.
"~s," Jim spoke up. "H ear that sound ? with his left hand and catching t~ fellow by the
collar of his shirt he pressed the muzzle of a reThey re certainly at work."
"Well, let's get after them. P erhaps the y have- volver against his face at the same time.
"Not a word," he whispered. " If you make the
n't quite finished the job yet. If they have we
will stop the. train all right, and save it from least sound you'll die!"
A startled grunt was about all that came from
being wrecked. Come on, boys."
As the three ran past the shanty a door sud- the surpri. ed villain.
"Hold up your hands!" was the next command
denly opened and out came the switchman's wife.
It seemed that she recognized our hero, for she the young deadshot gave.
Resting upon his knees, the man did so. Then
at once called .out, shrilly :
"Look out! Look out! . That boy is here, an' the boy, with 1·emarkable quickness, relieved him
of the weapon s he had.
there's two more with him."
"Now, then," he whispered, "you go right on
"Shut up!" cried Cheyenne Charlie, turning toward her. "You say another word an' I'll put a the same a s you were going. You'll find some one
gag in your mouth."
to take care of you after you get to the foot of
. The woman instantl y became quiet, and think- that hill. Go on._ Do as I say, or· I'll shoot you!"
"Let up on me, won't yer ?" came the reply.
ing that probably the villains l:iad not heard her,
"Yes, I'll let up on you after you have done as
for they were making considerable noise at their
work. Wild stopped long enough to advise her to . I have told you. I will see to it that you get a
·
110 back into the shanty and stay there until she ride to Jimson to-night."
The man , aid no more, but kept on slowly in
was told to come out.
"If you want to keep out of prison you had the direction Wild told him to, the boy followNtter do as I say," he added. "There's going to ing. Presently they came to the clump· of rock.a
"Hello, Et!" came the reply. ·"What's the trouble?"
.
.
The young deadshot came running forward to
meet her, an.J Arietta lea ped to the ground.
"The prisoner proved to be ·a traitor ," she
gasped. "He's around somewhere and mean s to
kill you if he can."
"What! Did we allow ourselves to get fooled
that way, Et? But wait; we mustn't talk about
it now. The villains got here a little ahead of
us and removed the rail. They changed their plan
slightly, you see. And here comes the train. Let
me get on Spitfire-quick! The white light i s
shining. I must stop the train."
With remarkable quickness, the young deadshot
leaped upon the back of the sorrel and started for
the switch-light, which was a full hundred yards
away. At that very moment the train overtook
him, and he knew he had a race. Arietta shouted
and waved her hands frantically, and so did Charlie and Jim. But the enginee1· did not shut off
the engine. A sudden thought came into the mind
of the young deadshot. He must save the train.
Spitfire was holding his own with the speeding
train. Wild raised his revolver to shoot out the
switch-light. At tbat very moment a man sprang
from the bushes, with uplifted gun. He swung it .
with the intention of knocking the boy from the
horse, but it failed to reach, and then Wild pulled
the trigger. Crack! · As the report rang out
the light was extinguished. The whistle of the
locomotive sounded, and then the young deadshot
knew his shot had sa ved the train.
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behind which Charlie and Jim were hiding, and
· then they were told by the young deadshot to
look after the villain.
"Here is one of them, boys," Wild said. "You
stay right here now and I'll go back and look af-·
ter the rest."
He knew pretty well that the rest must be hid ing somewhere close to the track. Probably they
had sent one of their number forth to see if the
way was clear for them to get to the cave. Back
toward the track where the rail had been removed our hero crept, pausing at every rock he
came to and listening intently. Presently he heard
very low voices to the left, and then he knew he
was close to his game. But fully twenty minutes
had elapsed since he had left the camp, and he
knew that in ten minutes more the train would
be due. However, he thought ·he might be able to
catch the villains and make them prisoners before
this happened, so he crept around among the
rocks and did his best to find just where they
were. But it happened that there were so many
rocks there and it was so dark that it took him
- negrly five minutes before he could see their
forms. Just then the whistle announced the approach of the train. Wild knew he would act
quickly now, so rising to his feet he stepped softly around a big rock and then springing toward
the bunch of villains, he leveled his revolver and
called out, sharply:
"Hands up! We have got you dead to rights.
The first man who starts to run away will drop
dead in his tracks."
Cries or consternation followed, and then unmindful of what the boy had said, two o:f the
villains made a bolt and succeeded in getting behind the rocks. Another shriek of the whistle
sounded, and Wild could hear the sounds caused
by the vibrating steel rails. He thought the
train was much nearer than it was, however, and
bent upon taking his men alive, he leaped forward
and caught one of them by the throat. But just
then another grappled with him and a struggle
that lasted fully two minutes followed before the
boy got the best of them. His revolver was
knocked from his grasp, and it was a wonder that
the villains did not fire at him. But when they
finally ran away he quickly discovered that they
had lost their weapons also, and then he de~ided
tr.at some shooting must be done. He not only
found his own revolver, but two others on the
ground, and taking them he started in pursuit.
It was just then that the firing began. One of
the villains saw the boy as he was running along,
and he fired a couple of shots. Then Charlie and
Jim opened fire and Wild heard the sound of approaching. hoofs. He was much surprised when
he discovered that it was Arietta riding toward
him, but he quickly ran forward, and what has
already been described then took place. Arietta
was close enough to witness the attack made upon
her dashing young lover. She guessed right away
that it was Walker and, revolver in hand, she ran
toward the spot. Having failed in the attempt to
unhorse the young deadshot, and seeing that the
train was coming to a stop, Walker must have
became· frightened, for he turned and started to
1un back for his horse. Arietta saw him coming,
so she crouched behind a clump of bushes and
waited. As he was within about ten feet of her
the girl sprang out and pointed a revolver at his
head.
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"Ah, Mr. Walker, we meet again, do we? No~,
then, prepare to die, for any one who is such a
traitor as you are is not fit to live!" she said. "Up
• with your hands!"
The villain was utterly astounded.
He stopped still in his tracks and looked at
th~ girl without saying a word.
"Up with your hands!" came the stern command.
"I won't," was the quick reply. · "Gal, I fooled
yer once, an' I'll fool yer ag'in. I'm goin' ter
git my horse, an' this time I'm goin' away for
fair."
He started directly toward her, no doubt intending by· his boldness to force her to step
aside.
But Arietta was not that sort of a girl.
Crack!
· She fired, and a .bullet lodged in the fleshy part
of Walker's right arm.
A cry of pain came from his lips and he
staggered back.
"Stop where you are!" the brave girl commanded.
·He staggered back against the rock and then.
with his left hand, drew a revolver.
"I'll kill yer for shootin' me that way, gal!" he
cried.
Arietta, knew it was her only chance, and she
fired another shot.
This time she meant to kill, and down went
Walker, dying the death of a traitor, which he
richly deserved.
As might be supposed, there was , no end of
excitement among the passengers and train
hands. When they discovered the narrow escape they had met with they wanted to know
all about it. Wild, still on the back of the sorrel
stallion, was unable to go back to see how his
sweetheart had fared, but the crowd gathered
around him and he was forced to tell how he had
shot out the switch-light.
The engineer fairly hugged the boy with delight, and almost pulled him from the back of the
horse.
"I happened to be lookiri' out of the cab an'
f seen yer ridin' along," he said. "Then ther
first thing I knowed, out went ther light. I
knowed I had ter stop, an' I sartinly did it mighty
quick. You fired ther shot that saved ther train,
but, an' you saved a whole lot of lives, too."
Arietta soon came running up, and when she
pushed her way through the crowd and told Wild
what she had done, he lost no time in telling
them all about it.
Then right in the midst of all the excitement,
Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart appeared, 1>~ch
leading a prisoner. ·
"There's only two of 'em alive, Wild," the scout
called out, in a voice that showed how pleased
he was. "We've got ther leader an' ther switchman. Ther rest went under. We couldn't help it,
'cause they would have got us if we hadn't
dropped 'eJ11."
"That's all right, Charlie; you have done well:
the young deadshot answered.
•
The excitement increased rather than diminished. For more than twenty minutes it kept •
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and then Wild called the conductor of the train

to him, after dismounting from the back of the

crowd, so you can console yourselves with that
fact. I'll see you to-morrow. Good-night!"
Neither of them said a word in reply, and a
few minutes later the train went on its way, leaving Young Wild West and his friends near thP.
tank-house, waving theh- hats in answer to the
shouts of the passengers.
The dynamite had been found and was taken
to Jimson, along with the prisoners, to be used
as evidence against them.
Of course, the train-hands had gatheretl up
the bodies of the outlaws, so there was nothing
for our. hero and his compa.nions to do now but
to go back to their camp and go to sleep.
The following morning< they were up bright
and early, even though they had not put in so
much sleep that night.
After a hearty breakfast the pack-horses were
loaded and they all mounted and started along
the trail for Jimson.
About wto hours and a half later they reached
it, and much to their surprise they were met
by a brass band of about a dozen pieces, whiclt
was the pride of the hustling mining camp.
It had spread all over the town how Young
Wild West had saved a hundred thousand, and
stopped the train by shooting out the switch-light.
The result was that a big parade was formed,
and the young deadshot and his friends were
given all sorts of honors.
Later on they were offered a reward by the
express company, but Wild refused it, declaring
that he did not care to take anything in that
way.
Ned Jasper and Jackson, the rascally switchman, were sent to prison for long terms, and
the latter's wife went off somewhere and was
near heard of again.
"Well," said Wild, the day after ,the reception
and parade, as he was sitting on the hotel porch
at Jimson with his two partnl!rs, "I reckon the
railroad adventure of ours was a pretty good
one, after all. Of course, it would have been
better if we could have caught the outlaws and
taken them alive. But it did .not turn out exactly as we had figured upon, and it had to be
that way. Now, then, this place seems to be all
right, so we'll stay here a couple of days and
rest up a little. Then if nothing happens to
create any excitement here we'll start and look
for something new."
"An' you kin bet your life we'll find it too
•
'
Wild!" the scout exclaimed.
Hop Wah came out just then, his yellow face
beaming with a smile.
"Evelythling allee light, Misler Wild!" he exclaimed. "Me gottee plenty Melican fliends here.
Evelybody likee Young Wild West's clevee Chi·
nee. Hip hi! hoolay!"
Then the crowd inside the hotel broke into a
vociferous cheer, for surely the Chinaman had
found a warm place in the hearts of them all.

sorrel stallion, whi!re he had been compelled to
sit to keep from being almost crushed.
"See here, conductor," he said, "just cool down
a little. Everything is all right now. But I
reckon there's a woman in the tank-house over
there who has got to be taken care of. She
knows all about this piece of business, and I
suppose she ought to be arrested and held as a
witness. The fact that there's a rail taken from
the track snows plainly that the outlaws intended
to wreck the train. But that does not show just
why they meant to do it. The man who could
tell all about that is dead, for Miss Murdock
was compelled to shoot him to save her own life.
He was employed in so~e smelter over at Jimson and he t:?Ot the information that the gold
wa; to come over on this train and informed
his companions ' to that effect. Then they ma~e
J)reparations to go ahead and wreck the tram.
They began their operations a little sooner than
we thought they would, or they would never have
got the rail out. Now, then, we heard them
say tftat the dynamite had been placed under the
shanty up there. Suppose we go and make an
examination and see if it is there. At the same
t;me the woman can be taken care of."
The conductor readily agreed to anything the
boy said, so a few minutes later a crowd was
gathered at the tank-house. The switch-tendei:'s
wife had barred the door and refused to open 1t.
The result was that it had to ,.be battered down,
and then she made such a fight that for several
minutes no one could do anything with her.
Finally she gave way to a flood of tears, however, and then it was quite easy to induce her
to get aboard the train, which has backed down
to the tank-house by this time . . Some of the
train-hands and passengers who volunteered were
already at. work replacing the rail. Wild ..had a
talk with the express messenger, who informed
him that it was correct that there was a hundred
thousand dollars in gold in the safe. He thanked
the boy for the service he had rend!!ted, for he
knew quite well that he would have been killed
if the car had been dynamited, as was intended.
"You're going over with us to Jimson, I suppose," the express messenger said.
"No; we'll rid·e over to-morrow morning," was
the reply.
Then the conductor came along and he insisted
that our friends go along with the train. But
Wild would not listen to this, so when the train
was ready to start he went into the car where
the two prisoners were being held, and bowing
to them coolly, he said:
"Well, I reckon you fellows got the worst of
it, didn't you? If you ever live to get out of
:prison you take my advice and he more careful
how you talk. You can never tell when there
is some one around listening. You may be sur- .
prised when I tell you that I have been in your
cave, and that my partners have also been there.
We found a way to get in, and we went there a
couple of times. That is how we learned exactly
what you intended to do. But you fooled us a
little, for you came down and removed the rail
Next week's issue will contain "YOUNG WILD
earlier than we expected you would. I wanted
FALL ROUND-UP; or, ARIETTA AND
WEST'S
wouldn't
to take' the whole gang alive, hut they
have it that way. You are all that is left of your THE RUSTLERS."
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CURRENT NEWS
ECHO LURES BOY TO DEATH
Attracted by an echo from the depths of a cistern in Paducah, Ky., Lindel Moore, four years
old, leaned over the rim, fell in and was drowned.
He and his two-year-old· brother were playing near
the cistern and heard their hand-claps echoed.
The mother, Mrs. Charles Moore, reached home
just as the little fellow dropped. She found her
telephone· line was dead and ran a mile across
the field s until she found two men. When they
reached the cistern Lindel was dead.
SELTZER SIPHONS PUT OUT FIRE
Boulevard strollers had a moment or two of excitement the other afternoon when fire brake out
among the g·audy cloth posters of one of Paris's
largest and most popular motion-picturse -house;;
next door to one of the b.est known of the boulevard cafes. The fire department rushed a formidable force to the scene, but the fire-fighters found
n their arrival that the alert waiters on the
threatened premises, seizing seltzer siphons , had
done all that was necessary not only to prevent
the blaze. from spreading but to quench it completely.

DRIN-IGNG STRAW MAKING A BIG
INDUSTRY
Announcement was made by the drinking straw
manufacturers of the United States that this
nation leads the world in this particular line. of
industry.
The announcement was pr_ompted by arrival
of the open season for ice cream sodas and soda
pop. No other country, it IS stated, can compete
with the United· States in the manufacture of
artificial straws, and no other country uses so
many. The United States taught foreigners the
use of them and to-day the market is world wide.
The press agent for dri,nking. straws has -figured it out that the annual nroduction, some four
billion straws, if laid end to end, would build
an ant subway sixteen times around the earth's
equator. Here are some of the other things he
claims:
"While the drinking straw was commonly regarded merely as a soda fountain appendage a
few years ago, to-day it is an ·important article
of commence, sold to pri:vate homes as well as
to a large and variegated market elsewhere.

LOOK ! LOOK! LOOK !

.

"MYSTERY MAGAZINE "
No. 160 Is .Now on the Newsstands
If you boys want to 1·ead ;;;ome dandy stories, get a copy, and· you will -n ot 1·egret it.
Here is what it contains:

''THE RIVER PIRATES"
By HAMILTON CRAIGIE
It's a Jong story about thieves o:( the riverfront, and the daring adventuresdetective who runs them down.

of the plucky

"BEATING THE BURGLAR ALARM"
By JOE Bl]RKE
A lively two-part detective story, full of pep and very interesting.

"WHAT HANDWRITING REVEALS"
This is a department conducted by LOUISE RICE. Send her a specimen of your handwriting and she will tell you, free of c)1arge, what you can best do to make money.

THE SHORT STORIES ARE
"BY VIRTUE OF DISCIPLINE,". by P. T. Raymond; "SLICK WALTON'S DECISION,"
by W. J. Campbell; "THE FALSE TRUTH," by John Holden; "THE HILLSBORO BANK
ROBBERY," by_ Frank S. Sullivan; "THE HELPING HAND," by Arthur W. Beer; "THE
MAN WHO WATCHED," by Arthur Lockwood.

THE SHORTER ARTICLES CONSIST OF
"A Fortune Teller's Promise;" "A Facile Swindler," "The Money Order Gan-g,'" "A Quiet
Thief," "Why Crooks Go Wrong," and sever a l more equally as interesting.
This magazine is chock-full of splendid stories that sparkle with excitement from beginning to end.

AU Newsdealers Sell It
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OUT FOR A JOB
-

Or, -

The Adventures of an Office Boy
By DICK ELLISON
(A Serial Story)
CHAPTER XVIII.
Just Too Late.
"Why shou,l dn't he give it straight? He got it
from Gus. Where does he come in under the
grandfather's will?".
. •.
.
"Shares equally with his sister m case he· should
ever turn up."
"You have all the papers in the case?"
"My uncle has."
"And what does the estate actually amount
to?"
"More than a million. Look here, Mr. Burke,
as I told you, I propose to take the girl in any
case."
.
"And the boy? He seems to stand m your
way."
,,
"Indeed, yes. I hate to say it, but-"Well?"
"You understand me, Burke. Can you attend
to the job?"
"It's out of my line. Why not take him along
and drop him overboard?"
"The General wouldn't stand for it. He has
too much respect for the Villegas family. Remember,' if the boys is who we think h~ i~, then
his father was the General's first cousm.
·
"It's a wonder he wouldn't have tumbled when
he saw him."
"He was somewhat impressed by his appearance, but you see he knew nothing of his history.
The minute you told me I tumbled. Uncle remarked to me last night that the boy strangely
reminded him of Isabel. He told me to ask you
who he was first thing. No; he wouldn't sta11:d
for it but I shall stick at nothing. The plum is
too ri~h a one, Burke, I'm prepared to pay well."
"Liv.erpool would murder me if he even learned
the truth."
"Let it be an accident. Take him out in a boat
and dump him yourself."
"How much?"
"l',11 be liberal. A thousand, spot cash. By
the way, is there any chance of his giving you
the slip?"
"Not the slightest. He loves Liverpool like a
brother. He'll not desert him."
"Is it a go?"
"Well, yes. It will be the first time I ever--"
"You're a liar," said Horton, with a coarse
laugh. "I can read it in your face. But t?,
change the subject. Can I see the new money?
, "Sure."
"I want to be introduced to Masterson, too.
If he goes with us one may as well get actuainted."

"He is counting on it. He will be invaluable in
case the General wins. There is no slicker banknote engraver alive."
Tiley passed from the room.
Gus hurried around the house and made for
the foot of the bluff.
:,
His mind was made up.
Jack or no Jack he must make his escape.
"If these people are p'ulled in through me I
must try and tip him off in some way," he told
himself, as he ran down the steps.
The sailboat lay at the wharf where Grogan
had let it.
Gus cast off, jumped in, ran up the sail and
was off.
He was not ten yards from the wharf when
he spied Grogan at one of the upper windows
watching him.
"Where are you going, Gus?" the man shouted.
"Fishing!" yelled Gus.
"Come back!" Burke wants you."
Gus paid no heed.
"Come back, I say! Dont you hear?" bellowed
the crook, but still Gus paid no heed.
7
Catching the wind now, he stood for the
point.
"If I could only have got away without being
seen," thought the boy. "It· is just too bad."
Before he turned the point, Burke, Grogan and
• young Horton were all on the bluff watching him,
but there was no chance now of them making
themselves heard.
"I must act quickly or they'll slope and take
that poor girl with them," thought Gus.
Where should he go?
Who would listen to his strange story and lend
him aid?
It seemed to him that the first thing to do
was to seek Mr. Van Vorst.
If the West Indian still lived he was the proper
person to report to. Besides he had money, while
Gus had only the trifle remaining from Mrs.
Stanley's five-do1lar bill.
He was- not quite sure that he should be able
to recognize the house in the daytime, so he kept a sharp lookout ahead, spotting it at last.
"That's 'the place," he said to ll!mself. "There
can be no mistake."
He ran on to the pier, made fast and hurried
up the steps.
Advancing to the house he knocked at the back
door and a woman who appeared to be a servant
answered.
"I want to see Mr. Van Vorst," said Gus.
"You can't. He was shot last night by burglars and is lying very low," was the reply. "The
doctor and the deputy sheriff are with him now."
"How can he talk to them? He don't speak
English."
"Oh, then you know him. He has a valet who
speaks both Dutch and English."
"Let me see the man. I know where Miss Isa- ,
bel is. That's what brought me here."
"Mercy on us! Why di<ln't you say so before?•
cried the woman. "Wait!" she added and hu~
ried away.
She was back in a moment with two men, one
of whom displayed a deputy sheriff's badge.
(To be continued.)
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GOOD READING
TWO BUSHELS OF HIP FI:ASKS SEIZED
College circles were startled recently when it
became known . that police and detectives had
searched a large number of students for hip
flasks at the dance held in Motor Square Gerc.l en
in connection with Pitt week of the University of
Pittsburgh. Two bushels of flasks and bottles,
ranging from half pints to quarts, and containing
gin, raisin jack, moonshine, white mule and other
decoctions, were seized and destroyed by the })Olice.
The dance had hardly begun when students
were seen drinking from bottles in by-ways of
the big garden. There were no a r r est s, the detectives informing every person found wit h a
bottle that he must hand it over under penalty
of being removed from ·the hall.

LARGEST MAUSOLEUM
The largest community mausoleum in the
world, costing $1,000,000 and with space for 12 000 bodies, is ·being erected in Fairview Cem~
tery, overlooking Bergen and Hudson counties.
,Originally this g1·eat stiucture was designed to
accommodate but 11,000 bodies. However the
board o~ direc~ors of the Mausoleum Com'pany
of Amer1ca decided to enlarge the original plans
which called for approximately 6,500 ci·ypts. '
After architects had made a careful study of
the situation they found that the largest number of crypts that could be added without saclificing all t~e original plans and specification s was
1,000. ~his, they reporte<;J, could be accomplished
by erecting the structure m four complete stories
Orders were then given to proceed with the en:
largement and last week a contract was let for
the furnishing of 2,000 additional. tons of Stonington granite with which to carry out the work.
This enlargement will give the mausoleum its
maxin:ium capacity and when its additional crypts
are dJSpos!ld o: no more wi_ll be sold, according
to F1:eder1ck A. Garner, vice president of the
·
Mau soleum Company of America.
"We wish we could have added several thousand more crypts, as the demand for mausoleum
entombment has been so great since work actually started on the edifice that we could easily
dispose of almost any number of crypts we could
have placed in the building," he said. "Some
will be lavish private memorial rooms others in
private sections and more modest 'individual
crypts arranged along the long marble corridors."

MAKES
MACHINE
SUB\V A Y
CHANGE
Rushing toward one of Frank Hedley's nickelin-the-slot turnstiles, did you ever stop impatiently to get two nickels for a dime while the
person ahead slowly counted ninety-nine dimes
and two nickels received for a $10 bill?
Well, that's all over. The Interborough is out
with an automatic change-maker. It breaks a
dime into two nickels instantly and infalliblyprovided the dime is good. It never mistakes a
slug for money.
The machine will also change quarters and
half-dollars, but that's its limit.
The company has been experimenting with an
"Mystery Magazine"
automatic change-maker two years. The present machine has shown mechanical perfection.
10 Cents A Copy
Semi-Monthly
One of the machines was demonstrated in ope~ LATEST ISSUES ·
ration at the 77th street station of the Lexington
HOUSE ON 'l'HE ROCKS, oy Jnck llech<lol\;.
avenue subway recently. Within the next few> 154 THE
and future n111nbers ot, this n1agazine
followina:
The
days several will be in operation there.
Price 15 Cento
NEW
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TRAIN CARRIES HER AUTO 420 FEET
While Conductor Robinson of tr~n 35 on the
Long Island Rail r oad was preparrng to report
"the instant death of a motorist" the motorist,
Mrs. Mae E. Vanderbeck, a nurse popular in the
Brightwaters theatrical colony, calmly nicked
herself up after a sensational escape from death
and went home scar cely the worse for her expP.ri~nce.
Lights flashed, bells rang and the gate w ere
lowered when Mrs. Venderbeck in her sedan approached the Clinton avenue crossing of the railroad, but she failed to stop. Her car r eached
., -the crossing. The ~ngine caught the sedaH amidships, and wheeling it about shoved it 420 feet
along the tracks before pushing it over to one
side.
The machine was a wreck, but Mrs. Vanderbeck, who had been at the wheel during the unexpected 420-foot ride and was thrown aside with
her car, suffered only cuts from bits of glass
when the windshield broke.
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INTE1lESTING R. A.DIO NEWS AND HINTS
CONDENSER IMPROVES LOUD SPEAKER
Loud speakers frequently produce distorted
a:lgnals because the impeda,nce of that of the
-plate circuit of the vacuum tube. The addition
of a fixed condenser shunted across the output
binding posts · is helpful in avoiding this trouble.
Connect a .006 microfarad or higher mica dielectric condenser to the plate and filament "leads.
VACUUM TUBE PRICE DROPS
A drop in Vacuum Tube Prices has recently
taken place, much to the delight of radio devotees. Back in the early days of broadcasting,
when a single-tube receiver was the height of
s.mbition for most of us, the price of vacuum
tubes did not make so much difference. But now
that we have four and five-tube sets, every little
drop in vacuum tube prices made a great difference in operating costs.
· FULL OF CIRCUITS
Nothing is more confusing to the layman in
radio than the multiplicity of circuits which confront him. With a market already saturated with
circuits, there is a weekfy crop of new ones to
add further confusion to the art and to foment
greater dissatisfaction against existing circuits,
justifiably or otherwise. Yet the truth of the
matter is that even at this late date there are
very few circuits which are truly basic. Take
the old regenerative circuit for example; week
ilfter week some ingenious experimenter or some
enterprising radio merchandiser works out a new
variation of that old idea and give it some highsounding name. From that time on we hear
of the wondering XYZ circuit, which is smashing
DX records. And all the while it is essentially
the old has been with us for the past three or
more years. It is about time that the public
schools come to consider the essentials of radio,
and to appraise all the so-called new circuits
according to these essentials. Then, and only
then, would the public realize that many of the
new-fangled sets which cause such constant upheaval, are little more than our old friend s, the
regenerative circuit, the tuned radio-frequency
amplifier, the super-regenerative circuit, the
ultra-auction circuit, the neutrodyne, and the
super-heterodyne in disguise.
A BROADCASTING GHOST
The London radio ghost, calling itself 2LO, is
eluding detection by broadcasters of two continents and listeners in the United States. His
eerie broadcastings have delighted American
ears at hours when the most rabid radio bugs
in England were between the sheets, dreaming
of getting Timbuktu on a one-tube set.
The international incident of the broad-casting ghost began with letters from the United
States claiming to have heard concerts from
London that were never .transmitted. The mysterious announcer, it appeared from these letters,
wound up his proceedings by requesting listeners
to "please report on your reception to 2LO,
London, England." This the letter-writers prooeeded to do, but the British Broadcasting Com-

pany found that not only had the items never
hen broadcast but that the hours named were ungodly times in the early morning when 2LO
was closed down, asleep, and locked up.
The most 1:emarkable claim by the ghostly
announcer was that 2LO was about to transmit
a service and anthem from Westminster Cathedral. A listener in Texas was much struck by
the clear reception he got and wrote to London
to say how much he appreciated it. At the hour
mentioned the cathedral was in profound silence
and darkness. Another letter complimented 2LO
upon a 3.30 A. M. entertainment on Christmas
morning.
TRICK AERIAL
Trick aerials are very much in evidence these
days, when the crowded city · apartment house
must accommodate a dozen antennae or aerials
on its roof. A number of ingenious inventors,
have seen fit to bring out trick antennae which
can be readily installed indoors or just outside the window, taking up little space as compared with the usual single-wire antenna. One
of the best \mown of these trick antennae is a
coil of spring wire provided with two insulators,
which can be stretched across the usual room.
Because of the coil arrangement, this antenna
is supposed to include a considerable length of
wire in a sho1·t span. An improvement, so it is
claimed, on this type is • a double coil arrangement, with one coil inside another. One of the
recent ideas in the line of trick anten:pae is a
small wooden frame-work with several coils
stretched across, which is placed on the outside
of the usual window. While all of these trick
antennae-for that matter anything in the way
of an ungrounded wire-will give results with
the super-sensitive receiving sets now available
the fact remains that nothing can take the plac~
of the standard single-wire outside antenna. The
~ort, indoor or outdoor trick antenna serves to
sharpen the tuning considerably, but it also reduces the volume of signals.
SIMPLE SETS
In making radio receiving sets, -the aim is for
both sensitiv~ess and simplicity. Unfortunately,
the first characteristic implies a large number
of bulbs, and a large number of bulbs implies
an increased number of controls, so the task of
the radio engineer is a rather difficult one.
The problem of simplification is lightened
somewhat by the fact that it is possible to connect the filaments of several bulbs on a single
rheostat, provided they are being used in a set
for similar purposes.
For instance, in a five-tube neutrodyne, one
of the bulbs is a detector, while the others are
all amplifiers. The filament temperature of the" detector tube, which is almost always a UV200
or C300, is rather critical, so as individual rheostat must be used for it. However, the four amplifiers are not critical, and therefore no rheostat can be made to regulate all of them.
Assuming that the amplifiers are all UV201A
or C301A's, as they almost always are, the four
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bulbs would consume a total current of one ampere. Therefore the master rheostat rheostat is
of the same size, as the one 200 takes as much
current as the four 201A's.
The detector wiring should be completed first
and tested. The corresptmding l)Osts on the
other four sockets are then connected together.
That is, the right hand posts are all joined by
one wire, and then the left ones by another. The
master rheostat is next inserted.
Since there are only two rheostats, all five
bulbs must be used together or not at all. However, if it is desired to reduce the volume a little
by jacking in on the first stage of audio amplification instead of the second, the last bulb
can be removed from its socket, or the base
simply rested in it by having the bayonet pin
·
hang over the edge of the receptacle.
AERIAL TYPES
The wires suspended in the air. over a radio
station is the antenna system or simply the
aerial. Those wires when cut by the waves set
up by a distant tarnsmitting · station have a current induced in them, the strength of which depends upon the strength of the radio wave and
the physical dimensions of the aerial. It is
therefore desirable to employ a large aerial made
up of long wires within certain limits determined
by another factor. For satisfactory reception of
signals from a transmitting station the receiving
station must be adjusted to the same wave length,
or in other words, in resonance with the transmitter. Since the height, length and number of
wires in an aerial affect the fundamental wave
length it appears that these dimensions cannot be
increased beyond a certain point without going
beyond the wave length of the transmitter.
If the fundamental wave length of· an aerial
is above the wave length of the transmitting station it is necessary to connect a condenser, preferably of the variable type, in series with the
ground or coupler primary. This allows the wave
length of the aerial circuit to be reduced to no
less than one-half of its fundamental wave length.
Any turns added in the primary of the variocoupler increases the wave length of the circuit
while a reduction of capacity in the series condenser shortens the wave. There are, therefore,
an infinite number of adjustments of inductance
and capacity in the circuit whereby the same
wave length may be obtained. Louder signals
are usually obtained by increasing the capacity
and reducing the turns as long as sufficient-turns
always remain for coupling to the secondary
circuit. More selective tuning is ordinarily obtained by reducing the capacity and increasing
the number of turns at the same time loosening
the coupling.
For the reception of broadcasting from stations
operating on the wave lengths of 360 and 400
meters a two wire aerial about fl.ft~ feet long
will usually be found satisfactory, although a
l:ingle wire aerial about 100 feet long may be
employed without the a:id of the series condenser.
The details of construction of the aerial system are usually <lependent upon local conditions. Amateurs frequently employ the single
wire inverted L type of aerial with lead-in wire
frnm the nearest to the house or apparatus. The
T type is with the lead-in taken from the center.
The cage aerial which is still another type is
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one which is used exclusively for the amateur
who dabbles in transmission oi signals.
The counterpoise aerial is more or less still
an experiment. In this type one wire is placed
at the usual height ~nd connected to the set in
its general. way. Instead of employing a ground
wire another wire is str~ched out beneath the
main aerial and connected to the ground binding post on the set. This method of reception
using such an aerial has proved of value in cutting out interference.
CRYSTAL DETECTOR AND TUBE·
The development of the vacuum tqbe superseded the crystal detector in the majority of
receiving sets, but thousands of radio fans have
since discovered that after ill the crystal detector has a place in the order of things. The
vacuum tube is many times more sensitive than
the crystal and will produce a louder signal, yet
the crystal is still unsurpassed for clarity of
tones. In sets that employ regeneration the
distortion is especially noticeable when the program feature incorporates instalments of wide
tone range. The crystal, on the other hand,
handles all broadcaats alike and nasses on the
sounds without a hint of distortion- or a trace
of foreign noises.
Because of this remarkable quality of the
c:rystal broadeast listeners who live within a
score of miles of the powerful stations have arranged crystal sets for use when it is desired to
hear a feature true to life. But these sam$
fans also want a receiver that will reach out
and get distant stations after local broadcasters
have signed off for the night.
To use crystal and lamp the rheostat of the
tube is turned back to zero so that the filament
is extinguished. . When this is done there is no
current in the plate circuit. By placing the catwhisker on a sensitive spot of the crystal and
retuning the set by means of a variocoupler and
variable condenser, all local stations should be
heard.
To change back to the tube detector simply remove the catwhisker from the surface of the
crystal, turn on the rheostat and tune with the
variocoupler, variable condenser and plate variometer. The whole procedure can be carried
out in ten seconds, although the user will find it
necessary to explore until the best positions for
the dials for both detectors have been located.
When the crystal is ' being utilized the plate
variometer will have no effect and need not be
touched, thus reducing by one the number of
controls.
This receiver, with a vacuum tube and varioll!ete1:, cqmprises a regenerative set. The combm~t10n therefore pr~sents an excellent 'opportumty for the experimenter to determine the
relative sharpness of tuning of crystal and tube
sets. Ordinarily it will be noted that the regenerative set is far superior in this respect to
the crystal, due primarily to the high resistance
of the crystal itself.
The builder of the· combination receiver is
advised to buy only the best parts. It does not
pay to quibble over a dollar when buying condensers, variocouplers and variometers. The lack
of qu3;1ity in any one or more of these parts will
be qwckly apparent when the tube detector lathrown into the circuit.

•
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TERMS TO SUBSCRIBERS
&le Copies ...............~• • Postaee li'l'ee
8 Cents
e Copy '.J.' hree Months...... ·•
"
$1.00
e Copy Six Monti.ls..... . ...
2.00
••
"
e Copy One Year........ . .
•. oo
"
Canada, $4.50; 1l'orelen, $5.00.
HO W TO SE!li 1' MONJ,;l' -At our risk send P. 0,
Money Ut·Jer, Check or· lle&istered LeU~r; remittance•
111 auy ot!J er way are al your risk. We accept Postaee
,Stamps tl1e same as cas!J. When sendlu1' silver wrap
the Coln In ,n separate piece ot paper to avoid cuttlu1'
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H ARRY E. W OLFF, }Harry E . Woltr, Pres.
P ubli~h er, Inc.,
Cha~les E. _NyJ~nder, Sec.
166 W. 23d St., N. Y. L. l•. Wll:un, 'Ireas.

ITEMS OF INTEREST
D OLLAR IN P OCKET PROVES FATAL
A silver dollar carried in his hip pocket caused
the death recently of Edward Amble, forty, City
S ewer and Plumbing Inspector, Lyons, Kan.
While engaged in making repairs on a dynamo in
the waterworks pumping plant, -Amble leaned
back against the switch terminals of the dynamo
~ d the dollar in his hip pocket, with his hand s
-,n the dynamo, closed a 2,200 volt circuit, his
t,ody acting as a bridge for the current.
It was thought that water had leaked into an
box on the switch-board and formed a conct. Amble died instantly. He had recently
een appointed to his position. He leaves a wife
and daughter.

E

TERROR WOLF OF OZARKS DEAD
Old Kaismer is dead after having left a bloody
trail of poultry crime and live stock murder for
i,eyeral years in Crawford County, Ark., and adJoining territory.
·
He was the most notorious wolf in the upper
eastern Ozark territory. He weighed seventyone pounds, and besides the stock damage he did
was known to relish scraps with dogs. It is; said
that no dog ever willingly entered a second en- ·
counter with him, and that many a dog knew hi s
trail, but refused to track him, remembering too
b itterly his characteristic.
It h·as been estimated by the Government that
during his lifetime the board bill of Old Kaiser
was not less than $10,000.

KILAUEA CRATER VIOLENTLY ACTIVE
Three Jpore explosions occurred in the crater
of Kileuea last night, said the first report from
the volcano May 20. All were milder than the
previous detonations. They occurred at 5 :40, 6 :50
and 7. p. m.
Guides continue to warn sightseers from approaching the crater on account of the danger
from flying rocks.
Trulnan R. Taylor, a bookkeeper, injured by
• stone thrown from Kileuea volcano on Sunday,
ls dead, and two soldiers, Private Edward Hineman and Howard Simmons, who are believed to

have visited the volcano on the same day, are
missing.
Taylor has a s ister, Mrs. R. W. Rou se, living
in Area; Ill. Taylor is the first victim in the
history of Kilauea. He had both legs crushed
and died from th e shock of amputation.
An engineer who remained at Volcano House
overnight has telephoned that there was another
eruption at 3 :30 this morning, not so great as
the one of last evening, and another at 7 this
morning.
The soldiers who are missing left -the military
camp on Friday for a hike.
Superintendent Boles has ordered the park
closed and vacated until the violence stops. The
park road to Halemaumau also is closed to every
one rangers being ordered to arrest any one attem'pting to pass. The air is highly charged with
electricity. All leaves within two miles of the
pit have been pierced with ash pebbles.
There is mud an inch thick, hard as cement,
on Boles's porch. Telephone communication is
suspended. Boulders having destroyed the road
leading to the crater, Boles is returning to the
park.

LAUGHS
"Papa, what is an agnostic ? " "An agnostic,
my son, is a person who can't see beyond his
knows ."
Mrs. Fros t- Mrs. Brown says you're the
s tingiest woman alive. Mrs. Snow-Well, do you
think for a moment I believe her?
·
Caller- Do you work here, boy? Office ImpYes ; I do a bit when the guv'nor's about.
"How did you cure him of rocking the boat?"
Quite easily. I simply began to to y with an
unloaded pistol I happened to have. "
A frie nd asked Hilda how she liked going to
s chool. "I like the going and the coming," she
replied , "but I don't like the s taying."
" We can live on bread and cheese and kisses."
" That seems economical enough. " "And if the
cheese be li mburger, we can even dispense with
the kisses."
A young woman in Philadelphia recently married was enjoying the delightful novelty of ma~
keting one morning shortly after the termination of the honeymoon. "I wish to get some
butter, please," said she to the dealer. " Roll
butter, mum?" asked the man. "No," promptly
replied his customer. "We wish to eat it on
toast . My husband doesn't care for rolls."
Tipping is admitted to be a bad habit, but it
is firml y es tablished. A young fellow who took
his best girl to supper felt that he must conform
to custom, and handed out his coin with liberality,
so that no one in the restaurant was overlooked.
After they had been swung through the revolving
door she said: "Did you give that man at the
door anything? "No. Why?" "He ought to
ha ve had the most. He let us out."
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BRIEF BUT POINTED
GEYSERS OF REAL BEER
Geysers of real beer spurting five feet through
sewer manholes near · the Manhattan Brewery
furnished the basis for police investigation of
advance warning of a contemplated raid. More
than 100,000 gallons of beer was drained from
brewing vats.
·
A drive by police and Federal agents to close
every brewery in Northen1 Illinois ·manufacturi ng
iUegal beer will be the outcome of disclosures
made in connection with finding a "little black
book" when the Sieben brewery was raided recently and a huge liquor-runnin g ring was exposed, according to Federal agents.
TO CROSS OCEAN IN A 60-FOOT SMACK
William B. Leeds, Jr., son of the last American
tin plate mag·nate and husband of Princess Xenia
of Russia, is preparing to make an adventurous
voyage from :· Isle of Wight to New York in
the fishing smack Salem , which is only 60 feet
long. The ketch rig of the craft will be retained,
but an auxiliary motor of sixty horsepower has
been installed.
James Southcott, skipper of the smack, is confident of the ability of his little craft to make
the voyage successfully. The start will be made
shortly from Bembridge, but it is probable a
cruise of the Channel will be made as a trial before attempting the transatlantic voyage.

Island of Martha's Vineyard, and there are noii
over three dozen birds to be found there."
CHEATING

CUSTOMER S BY PICAYUNE
THEFTS
A jeweler in the Rue de Meaux, Paris, who
was · arrested for putting common crystals in
place of the diamonds in the rings given him by
his customers for repair, may not be worthy of
the sympathy sometimes due an ingenious swindler, for he was bound to be exposed one day.
Moreover, his·crime, in a less obvious form, is so
common as almost to have become an industry.
A woman in the trade began some years ago
as the possessor of a string of very small pearls.
Those pearls have now grown, for each time she
is paid for putting a necklace on to a new thread
she substitues not false peals but real ones, so
infinitesimall y smaller for the difference to be
impossible of detection by any but an expert.
Another, who is a furrier, has a beautiful coat
represented entirely by little pieces saved from
others which she has repaired. The French are
a thrifty race, and as patient in industry as they
are impatient in temper.

WALKING ON RED-HOT STONES
fo some parts of Asia the priests, in order to
show their magical powers, walk on Ted-hot
stones. The stones are spread over a fierce fire
and the men then proceed to walk over them
without any protection to their feet at all. This
THE HAWAIIAN ISLANDS
The American territory of Hawaii is an arch- achievement has always puzzled scientists a great
ipelago of nine inhabited islands-Haw aii, Manui, deal for there is no doubt that the priests really
do walk on the stones with bare feet and also that
Kauai, Molokai, Lanai, Nilau, Kahoolawe and
Midway-bes ides a number of small uninhabited they do so without injury. Many times the feet
islands. The island of Hawaii is the largest and have been closely examined after the ordeal and
was formerly the most important, and thus gave have not shown any signs of being burned at all.
It has been ;;tated that the soles of the priests'
its name to the group. The population of Hawaii,
according to the census of 1920, was 255,912. The feet are much tougher than would be the case
population was estimated by the Board of Health with men accustomed to wearing boots. No doubt
in July, 1922, as 284,538, showing an increase of this is true, but even the toughtst skin would soon
upward of 28,000 in somewhat over two years. be burned by the fierce heat. The real explan~
tion is very interesting and has only just come to
The races are: Hawaiian, 23,723; Asiatic Hawaiian, 6,955 ; Caucasian, 11,072; Portuguese, 27 ,- light.
In the making of a fire a shallow pit is dug
002; Porto Rican, 5,602; Chinese, 23,507; Japanand in the bottom of this is placed the wood.
ese, 109,274; Filipino, 21,031; Korean, 4,950;
This is overlaid wrth several layers of round
negro, 348, and all others 310.
•
stones and the fire is lighted. When everythine
is apparently at a great heat the priest walk1
BIRD PROTECTIO N CALLED FAILURE
across, and gets to the other side quite unharmed.
America's effort to preserve its game bird sup- Any sceptical person who tries to do the same
ply has proved a failure in spite of millions spent gets his feet terribly burned. It has been disfor bird protection.
covered that, always1 at these times one kind of
This was the message delivered to the National stone known as basalt
is used. This is of volConference on Outdoor Recreation recently by T. canic origin and is extremely porous and
moreGilbert Pearson, president of the National As- over is one of the worst conductors of heat
- ociation of Audubon Societies.
known. It is quite possible to have
of
Adequate protecting legislation has been en- basalt red hot. at one end and yet a lump
enough
acted, but lack of proper public sentiment has to hold in the hand at the other end.coolThus
prevented · strict enforcement, he said, adding cunning priest knows exactly where to put the
his
that man;v species a1·e declining in numbers with foot and as long as he actually avoids treadine
BllCh rapidity that they are sure to become ex- on the glowing stones there is no fear that he
tinct. He says:
will get burned. Any one who does not undel'"The Eastern prairie chicken, one abundant stand the trick would walk carelessly with "el'J'
from Maine to Virlrinia. is to-day confined to the 11ainful results.
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ITEl\1S Of. INTEREST
VACUUM CLEANER FOR ARMY MULES
The vavalry Board of the army has ~ecommended a vacuum cleaner for the grooming _of
horses on the time saved rather than on cons!deration of safety. It rrow takes ·twenty-four minutes to groom a horse with brush a~d comb, and
the time will be cut down to ten mmutes by the
vacuum cleaner.
LANDLORD SENT RATS TO OUST HER
Two large live rats, shipped up on a dumbwaiter, were u sed in an effort to frighten Mrs.
Celia Glasserman out of her apartment at 276
Riverside Drive Mrs. Glasserman told Magistrate Bernard. J'. Douras in Washington Heights
Court the other day, when she had the son of
her landlord and the janitor of the house char~d
with disorderly conduct. Mrs. Glasserman said
that other tenants are paying $145 a month sent,
while she only pays 6110, and that the two men
against whom she complained sent the rats after
a threat to get her out.
She opened the package that had been sent
up on the dumbwaiter while Miss Anna Ratner,
of 640 West 157th street, was calling on her, she
said and the sight of the two animals springing
out 'and running about the room nearly brought
on a collapse. .
Julius Raynes, twenty-three years old,. so:r:i of
the landlord, and Altheus Matthews, ~he Janitor,
denied the charge and were paro~ed ~n the custody of their attorney for examrnat10n.
PAY OF COLLEGE PROFESSORS
An interesting comparison has been made recently by the Institute of Public Service between
th salaries of college professors throughout the
country and the union wages of building and
other trades. As in other professions and trades,
there has been a general increase in the incomes
of college professors. The fact that at several
universities the salaries of full professors have
been increased to as much as $10,000 a year has
been made much of, but such reports are misleading.
.
.
.
.
With the wages paid to slnlled labor in mind,
it is interesting to find thaii- only about one-half
of 300 colleges reporting pay their full professors
$3 000 or more. A few pay $10,000, notably Colu:nbia Yale and Michigan. Several others pay
a s high as $8,000 a -year to the most prominent
members of their faculties. On the other hand,
eighteen colleges pay their full professors less
than $2,000. To reach this rank a professor must
of course have spent years in training. The salary of the instructor is less. The highest pay
in any American college is $3,500 a year. In
sixty-one colleges the salary is ~u\ $1,600, whi!e
eight pay less than $1,000. . This 1s les:S than is
paid to el ementary teachers in the public schools
of New York and several other large cities. The
pay of in structors, despite their long t1;aining,
often is less than is demanded by ,the janitors of
the buildings.
Although in the last few years living costs
have doubled or more, there has not been a cor-

responding increase in the college professors'
salaries. The increase in . the maximum pay for
full professors has varied from $200 to $6,000 a
yea1•, and fo1· instructors from $75 to $1,500 a
year. Most of the colleges to-day pay appreciably
less than the "going wages."
There has been a corresponding increase in the
tuition is practically all colleges. The jump has
varied from $1 to $150 a year. In no single college, however, is · the tuition anywhere near
enough to pay the actual expense of instruction.
There is much discussion as to whether the tuition should not be raised much higher in order
that the professors might be paid an adequate
remuneration. It is urged that the sons of rich
men, for instance, should at least pay for the
actual cost of instruction in colleges, especially
since the professors are the ones who suffer.

LOOK, BOYS!

TRAPEZEE
The Acrobatic Wonder Toy
ALMOST HUMAN IN lTS
ACTIONS!

It consists of a handsome parallel
iron frame on which the little yellow
man accurately performs like an athlete.
~
Five Different Stunts THE FLYING TRAPEZE .,- Release the
trigger-pin and the figure swings forward, gripping the brass trapeze-bar,
turns a somersault in the air and catches
a cross-bar by his heels.
THROUGH THE LOOP-A swift swing and
he goes through a wire loop, makes a
turn and, catching by his heels, swings
head downward from a bar.
THE GIANT SWING - He goes forward
with a rush, releases the trapeze, catches
a horillontal-bar with his heels, makes
two swift somersault>s in the air and
catches by his heels again.
He performs two more horizontal-bar
acts with the grace and agility of a circus star, and many new ones can be invented.
The Most Wonderful Toy in
the World!

PRICE $1.50
The collapsible stand and the little manikin are neatly packed in a handsome box.
Delivered anywhere in the United States on
receipt of price. Address
WOLFF NOVELTY CO.,
166 W. 23d St., New York City, N. Y.

DWELLS O;N
BLEAK
ISLAND
TO STUDY
BIRDS

~

An extremely
interesting
though lonely six
months is ahead
of an English
woman naturalist, Miss E. L.
Turner, who has
just left London
to take up her
residence on
Scolt Head Island.
Miss Turner is
marooning
herself on this almost
unknown
and never visited
island in order to
learn more about
bird habits. She
has spent years
studying
birds,
but confesses she
has gained little
real
knowledge
about them. She
is
particularly
anxious to find
out more about
migatory birds.
There are no
houses on Scolt
Head I sland, and
Miss Turner has
taken her own
tent.
"The tent," explained
Miss
Turner, "is the
one from which
I
believe
the
British
army
took the idea of
camouflage.
I
used it in the
Farne I slands as
a hiding place
while
watching
birds there in the
winter of 1914. It
became a dirty
yellow and could
be seen all over
the island, so one
day I got some
green paint for
it. The day was
windy. I clutched at the flapping canvas and
dabbed paint on
It as best I could.
Then I walked
away from it,
and, to my astontahment, it besame invisible."
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Write to Riker & King, Adoertising Offices, 1133 Broadway, New York City, or
29 East Madison Street, Chicago, for particulars about advertising in this magazin,.

AGENTS WANTED
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A<i\'H~l. ~"omerh~~: n~w:
flfeR ~~l~Ore.L
tn vock,t. Write at once tor free sample. Albert Milli.
Man11er. 1868 American Bulldlnl', ClnclnnaU, Ohio,
AGENTS WANTED - Bia Money &nd Fut Sal ... E"ry
owner bu,1 Gold lnllltla tor h11 auto. You cbafa:e
$1.50; make $1.35. Ten order, dal\y euy. Write for
partlcuh.r1 and free • amolea.
Amerlcaa M.onoeram
Co., Dept. 171, East Oranao, N'. J.
AUTO OWNER-Get your ltru Fr.. l Bo our Factol'>'
Acent I Bi&' 11>are time money ~makerl Sample tlrts
tum11hed .
No capital or experience ne,ded. Write
toda:,. Armour Tiro & Rubber Co., D.,.k ea. Dayton . Ohio.
USE OUR HANDSOME CATALOG; cot orden from
enry home for Dr. BlaJt'• f.amou• home products.
Liberal pay. Dr. Blair Laboratorle1, Dopt. 642, Lynchburl', Va.

PERSONAL--,;Continued
LOVERS

IDEAL

tor sealed plan.
LONELY

LETTER

CLUB. Stamped ennlope
Dorl& J)awn. South Euclid. Oblo.

HEARTS, Join ouf Club, be happy, 00rro-

1pondence everywhere, many deiacriptlona, photoa free:
either an. moat 1ucce11ful meU1od . 23 year:t' e.xperlence. Standard Cor. CJub, Oray1lake, Ill .
MARRIAGE PAPER-20th year. Blc tuuo with d11crlptlon1. Dhoto,, names and addr11ae1. 25 cent.I.
No
other !H. Sent sealed. Box 2285 R, Bo1ton. MaN.
MARRY-Parti culan f-0r stamp. F. Morrison, 8·3051
\V. Jlolden Street, Seattle, Wuh.
MARRY IF LONELY:
"Homo lfuer''; hundred&
rich; confl.dentlal; reliable: 7eu1 experience; de1erlo-tton1 frH. ..The Successtul Club.•• Box 556. Oak.I 10<1.

CaUfornta.
MARRY-Free photo1raph1. dlrecto17 and descrlpUODI
of wealthy members. Pay when married. New Pla•

Co.. Dept. S8, Kann& City. Mo.
MARRY-MARRIAGE DIRECTORY with phows •ad
de1criptlon1 tree. Pa7 when married. The E:rchaua:e.
::·1~':J1ca~:
,tc:r:~t
Dept. 645. h.a111u City, Mo.
Blrthdate. Enclose 12c. for this nottce. Phar1 Stud.ior MARRY ME-Wealthy.
but oh, ,o lonesome, Claire,.
Deak A. L , , 1658 Broadway, New Yort.
Box 55, Oxford, }~la.
MARRY
WrUe
for
bl&
new
directory with photo11 and
HELP WANTED
ducrlptlon, }~ree,
National Arency, D~pt
A.
EARN $110 to $250 monthly, upen• N paid a, Ralhuy Kanu,i
City,
Mo.
0
0
PRETTY GIRLIE, nry wealthy, want.a honest husband..
~:~!:n!~•~o~~;r
Girlie, Dox S9, Oxford , Fla.
ExcelJent OPJ>Ortunttlet. Write tor Fru Booklet. Cll•
101 Stand. Bu11n..1 Tralntnr Inst., Butralo, N. Y.
PRETTY MAIDEN-Wealthy, but ob, 80 lonelOm&.
Claire, Box 55, Oxford. Fla.
IIE A DETECTIVE. Opportunity for moll and women
for hcret tnni1t1ratton ln your dhtrlct. Write C. T. PRETTY GIRLIE, with considerable meant, wUI mar17..
Ludwtr. G21 Wettol'er Bldr .• Kansas City, Mo.
Nancy, Boi: S9, Oxford. Fla.
EA RN $15.00·$50.00 Weekly at Home, Steady Work. SWEETHEARTS' Corre1pondence Club. Stamped en" ' riling dhplay cards for ua. No cann11lna. No
nJope for aea.1 e4 proponl. Lillian Sproul StatloD
esperlence necessary. We instruct you by corretpond- B. CleH1a.nd. Ohio.
ence. Wrtte tor partkulau and termt. No. 64.U Sho- WI DOW. worth $30,000
wants &'entleman correspondent..
Rlte Blan 8,atem Bid,., Delrolt. Mich.
Matrimony. B-Rox 866. Lea1ue, Dennr. Colo.
DETECTIVES NEEDED EVERYWHERE. Work home WEALTHY
RANCHMAN.
4 \1 , wlll marry. ConOdentlaJ.
or tranl npeTl~nce unnece11ar:,. Write Oeoru R.
Q-"Box 886. Leaeu a. Den-.er. Colo.
Woner. former Go,t. Oetectll'e, 1968 Broadway, N. Y.
WI DOW, SO, with $20,000 will marry. C-Box Hf.
1
Lueue. Drnnr Colo.
• B~~dhofo~. •c~;
music tnronnat1on. New Enrland Music Co.• 234 Ca~n, WHOM SHOULD YOU MA.tRY? We'll tell you. Selld
30c
and birth dale to Character SludJes, 1515 M.aDept. A-2. Hartford, Conn.
,onlc Tttmnle, New York City.
RESHARPENING.
No capital.
lSO week.
Stamp.
WIDOW,
43, ,vorlh. $30,000, would marry. "ConnuoaRo~elo Jlonery, Ro~eto. PA.
tfal."
n . nox S66. l~t•11gut>, Dtnl'er, Colo.
YOUNG ATTRACTIVE LADY, very wealthy. WllbM
MANUSCRIPTS WANTED
,arly marrlal(e. Eu . Jl -1022 Wichita. Kan~u.
STORIES, POEMS, PLAYS, etc .. are wantod for publi- YOUNG
WIDOW worlh $38,000.00, lon,ly, wlll mar17.
cation. Submit MSS. or write Llter&l'J' Bureau. 515
•Mrs. Martln , B-1022, Wichita, Kanua.
H1mnibat. Mo.

ASTROLOGY
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SONGWRITERS

PERSONAL
ARE YOU LONESOME? Write Bttty Lee, Inc., Box
820, City Hall Ststton, Ne" York City. Stamp appret:!lated.
BACHELOR, 38 , worth $100.000 wtll marry. Y-Box
866. League. Dennr, Colo.
GET A SWEETHEART. E--,~ch~•-n-.-.~le_tt_e_ro__~w=-rt~te_m
_e
enrlo8h11r sl amp. Ylolet R11y, nennl so n, Oh1o.
HUNDREDS seeklne manlace. rr 1lncere enclose stamp.
Mrs. F . Wfllud, 2928 Rroadway, Chtcaeo. JJltnota.
' F LONESOME nchance JollJ' lettere with beautlrul
Jadin and • ·eallhy rentlemen. E,a lfoore, Box 908,
Jack1onvllle, Fla. (Stamp) .
LONESOME? Ma~e friends, JOU may meet yOU.[_IWeethcart. MrS. Franz. 949 Montana St., Chfoago.
LOOK WHOSE HEREI PrlnceH OKIE world famouo
horo1cove1. Get your•• today. Don't delay. Send ful1
blrthdat.e and IOc, K . Okie, Box 280, Mda. Sq. St- .•
)lew York, N . Y.

MONEY FOR YOU
Spare or Full Time

Introdu ci ng the famous Artex French Pearl
Necklaces.
No lnvestment or Experience Necessary

$12 a clny easy· with our new selling Ideayou take thP order after showing sample and
collect your ,•ommlss!on lmmecllate!y.
\Ve
deliver and c-oll<'Cl balance--only 12 sales
dally gives yon $72 per week- also tine spare
time proposition to ladles or m1>n. Send for
partkulars and FRI•Jrn ~amplP peurl »' once.
AltTEX SALK!, C0'1PANY

llSll Broadway, New Yo11k, N. Y,

LIKI!: THE LARK, BROADWAY & EMPTY ARMS.
Songs you will like, 15c per copy. Poems wanted.

Mu1.11.'111 HArmon:v 'Rou~e. Watertown . Mass.
WRITE THE WORDS FOR A SONG-We compose mu1le.

~ubmlt your pof>ml to ua at once. New York Mtlodw
Corporation. 405 Jf, Romax Bldr .• New York.
POEMS WANTED-Seit your son~-nr~t-8 ror caqh. Sub·mit 1'hs. at once or " 'rite New Era Music Co. • 140.
St. T.oul11, Mo.

TOBACCO HABIT
TOBACCO or Snutr Habit cured or no pay.

<'Ured.

Remedy sen t on trial.

R11 fHmnr• . \" rt

$1.00 If
:;uperba Co., PG...

Elec·tricity Needs You
I WILL TRAIN YOU AT HOME
Stop right here. This is YOUR opportunity! Electricity is calling you, and the Electrical ·
Business is in for a tremendous increase. But it needs more trained men-at big pay. By
my Home Study.Course in Practical Electricity I can train you for these positions.

Earn $70 to $200 a Week
You've always had a likittg for Electricity and a hankering to do electrical Jobs.
Now is the time to develop that talent; there's big money in It. Even if you
don't know anything at all about Electricity you can qwckly grasp it by my
up-te-date, practical method of teaching. You will find it intensely interesting anct hig_hly profitable. I've trained and started hundreds of men in the
Electrical Business, men who have made big successes. YOU CAN ALSO

Be a Big Paid

ELECTRIC~L EXPERT
What are you doing to prepare yourself for a real success? · At the rate you :tre
~oing where will you be m ten years from now? Have you the specialized trainmg that will put you on the road to success? Have you ambition enough to
prepare for success, and get it?
I
You have the ambition and I will give you the training, so get busy. I am
offeringyou success and all that goes with it. Will you take it? I'll make
you an ELECTRICAL EXPERT. I will train you as you should be trained.
I will g!ve you the benefit of my advice and 20 years of engineering experience
and help you in every way to the biggest; possible success.
CHIEF ENGINEER

coo~

Valuable Book Free ~/0 :0~

Become an Electrical Expert," hac started many a
Chlcaco
man on the way tc? fortune. I will send a
Dept.204JIS4LawrenceAv.
C<?PY, f~ and p~pa1d, to every person answerCHICACO, ILL.
mg this advertisement.
Dear Sir; You may ~end me
Good intentions never
entirely free and fully prepaid, a
•
get you an Y Where.
cop:yofyourbook,"HowtoBeoome
ltisactioii,alone, thatcounts. NOWIS
nd
an Electrical Erpert," a partiouTHE TIME TO ACT

::~ewlns

Act Now'

lar, about your Home Study CoW'H
In Electricity,

•
L. L. COOKE, Chief Encin-

CHICAGO
ENGINEERING

••

.. ame ........·• ••••••~•••..••'""••..-.•••••••·•••••·

Addreal

-

--••-'Ti•-········..·········-··········..·

WORKS

2154 LAWRENCE AVENUE

\ \Dept. 204

·•·•••-··••"••• .. •••--··•-•·•te ..............

FREE!
BIG
ELECTRICAL
OUTFIT
A fine outfit of Electrical
Toolll, Instruments Materialll, etc., absolutelf. FREE to
every student. I will also aend
you FREE and fully prepaid
-Proof Lessons to show you
how easily you Cl\n learn
Electricity and enter this
splendid profeaaion by my
new, revised and original eyatem of Training by .Mail.

RADIO
COURSE

FREE

SpeeW newb'-wrlttcn wlrelcoUNO worth $45.00 given away

FREE. Fnll pcrtlcalara when
malJ COU,.0.

170U

Earn Money
WhI•Ie Leaming
•

I give YbU something you oan
use noio. Early in my Honte
Study Cour•• I show you
how to bel{in making money
in Electric1ty, and help you
getatarted.
Noneedtowait
until the whole
course is oom-

t~::1.;.!'!".:!~~~'ti~
time..,,rkwhilelearninc.

cost of their ooune in &pare

Chicaco, U.S.A..__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __.

.

PYRAMID
SOLE
SURVIVOR OF
ANCIENT
WORLD
WONDER

DON'T CUT GOITRE

100,000 Persons Used This
Treatment in the Last 22 Years!
Uaed in Nearly Every Civilized
Country on Earth

Save for one
surviving pyramid, the seven
·wonders of the
ancient w o r 1 d
have passed on.
Not only ]Jave
they disappeared,
but their memory
is mostly confined
to the pages of
old
books.
Strangely
enough, the one
surviving wonder
is the oldest. It
dates back almost
4,000 years before Christ, and
it is still in good
condition. It is
the pyramid of
Cheops at Ghizeh, in EgyP.t. I
The most notable
t hing about the
pyramid was the
care
taken
to
protect it from
grave
robbers.
All the entrances
were sealed.
There were seve1·al large chambers near the
base of the structure built to mis·,.. lead
any
one
seeking the sepulchral
chamber.
This was 238 feet
above the ground
and
could
be
reached only by
tortuous
p a ssages,
cleverly
concealed.
The walls of
Babylon were the
second
wonder.
The third wonder was the statue of Zeus in the
temple at Ephesus.
The :fifth
- , as the mausoleum of Halicarnassus in Carlia.
The sixth was
the Colossus of
Rhodes and the
seventh was the
lighthous of Alexdria at Pharos.

No Dan11erou•

Operation Co•tin11 from
--$150. to $500. w ith a Na•ty Scar
and a Bttd in a Ho•pital

But a n honest and long trled
treatment. used in your home
at bedtime, which absorbs t he
enlargement. relieve a the pain.
choking and other distressing
1ymptoms, at a cost less then
12c per day. Don 't sufferwith
Go it re - g etridofit. I will
g ladlytellyouhow FREE OF
CHARGE, absolute proofs A,..,,.-6

!ff-~1dEt;~ 'xn1~ .fntN~ 11~.J--A"'-""'"....
0

your na me a nd addreu.

AddreH, DR. ROCK

Box 737, Dept. 472 Milwaukee, Wia.

ASTHMA

All Ready

&tdr... W.

or HAY FEVIEII Treatment
malled on trial. State wblcb
7ou want. lfitcureeeeodSt;

1f not. don't. Write tod&Y.
K. STIERLINIE, 844 Ohio Ave,, SIDNEY, O.

FellowsLet's Go!
When it comes to real music this
harmonica band of ours has the professionals backed off the boards. We
don't want any complicated notes to
read-we don't need aRy fancy stage
effects to put this act across. One
man's as good as another in tAis
show, so long as he blows a Hohner
Harmonica -

The World's Best
There's nothing like good music for entertainment and fun; and there's nothing like a
Hohner for good music. If you want to make
a hit with the kids in your neighborhood, get
busy and organize a harmonica band.
G et a Hohner Harmonica today and play it
tonight. 50¢ up at all deal!lrs. Ask for the
Free Instruction Book. If your dealer is out
of copies, write M. Hohner, Inc., Dept. 156,
New York-City.

VENTRILOQUISM

ta ul· ht almost any one at home. Small coat.
Send '.!'ODAY 2-cent stamp for part1cul1rC
and proof.
R-Oom H-881, 125 X. ,Jf'ff Ave., Peoria, Ill.
GEOliGE W. SIUTH

TOBACCO, LIQUOR and MORPHINE

H ab its cn n b e overcome with the aid of

.'.~i t,I~'
- cl: ~ P
_ I_M
_pt.-·
IW: ARN
' INC

~fl{/;~"_ ),1l~~~ r~!e~:- c~r?t~ gr!:~!~.;t:
1

. •

\

Jy.

Pn r t 1c ul n r s Free.
OHIO CHE)UCAL WORKS,

p-estll_
i _N
~·s -- J
s-

Amazing hair discovery. To men and women, all
ages! If your hair is becoming thin, oi- if you are
bald, just try Kotall;o and watch the .mirror. Cases
beilla" constantly reported. of healthy hair grown
anew on bald snots. Dancfruff quickly disappears.
Get KOTALKO at rlrno:itists' or WP will mail you
Proof Bo~ (nlai-, n1<-ll'~.) free. Gtfrn heautiful hair!
Write to KotalkoOffice,M-370, St.ationL,NewYork.

Tour Skin Can Be Quickly Cleand el
P imples, Blackheadii, Acne Eruptions on
the face or ,body, Barbers Itch, Eczema.
E nlarged Pores and Oily or Shiny Skin.

FREE

't~~O:i!T~~~
~i~Et1".?0fo':1't
eared m'9 • elf afterbein1rafflfetelt6 7ean.

$100() C1tsh nv• I c~nclearyn11raklnof t he • bove bktrh ....

IE. S . CU VENa, 181 Cllo,lllical Bide,, Kaaaaa Clb'1 . . .

•

WILD WEST WEEKLY
- - LATEST ISSUES - -

1097 Youn!? Wllrl ,vest 1tnd "Thr!>e-Flt1g!>rNl Tom": or.
'!'be 'l'ough1>st Man In Camp.
1008 " Richest Panoot; or, Arletta end the Hidden
Cave.
1099 " end the Ropers; or, A Finish Fight On the
RanJ:'e.
UOO " Tralllug the Express Thieves; or, Arletta's
.
Golden Reward.
1101 " Trlmmiug ~ Toughs; or, Mn king Music tor
a Dnnce.
1102 " Bandit Shake-Up; or, Arletta's Daring Deceptlou.
1103 " Red Hot Fight; or, The Hldalgo's Hidden
Hauut .
1104 " Lnrlat Swing; or, Arletta and The Broken

,,Br!~~e.the Red f::kln Roncl Agents; or, Trofthle
Al the Double Six Ranch.
1106 " Shooting for His Life; or, Arletta's Able Asslstant'e.
1107 " and "18 -Carat Dan"; or, The Dandy Bad Man or
Gilt Edge. 1
1108 " Defying His Ene111les: or, Arletta and the
Death Cave.
For sale by ell newsdealers, or will be •~nt to any a<ldreaa on receipt of prlc~. 'Jc. per copy, in money or 1>0~taire stomps.
THE FOLLOWING NUMBERS PRICE 8 ,CENTS
1109 " Hunting for Grizzlies; or, a Lively 'l'lme In the
Rockies.
1110 " 'l'rn111ng the Redskins; or, Arletta and the Abducted Girl.
1111 " Agalust Odds; or, The Shot That Won the
Fight.
1112 " Stopping a Rom;td Up; or, Arletta and ·the
Rancbero.
1113 " and the Lasso Thrower; or, the Hard Gang
of Black Ravine.
1114 " Sentenc-ed to Die; or, Arietta and the Vigilante&.
111:! " tt!d "Tricky Tony"; or, The Roughest Greaser
It\ Arizona.
1116 " Escaping a Cross Fire; or, Arletta and the
Flag of TrUCP.
1117 " Snvlng the Mall Coach; or, The Hoss ot the
Mountain.
1118 " Gnllop for Gold; or, Arletta and the Mine
Owner.
1.1111 " "Hnstlng" the Buckers; or, the Cowboy Who
'"I'oncberl Lenther."
1120 " Rescuing His Sweetbenrt; or, The Best ~hot of
1
All.
1'1.21 " Follin,:\' the Raiders: or, TnklnA" a Long Chance.
'122 " Corralling the Creeks I or, Arietta and the Redskin Roundup.
1123 " Wnru!ng: or ,The Secret Bnnd of the Gulch.
1124 " After Big Game: or, Arletta and the Hunter's
Trap.
1125 " Clean Sweep: or, The Reformation ot Reckless
·
Camp.
1126 " anrl t11e Hoodoo Clnlm; or, .A:rletta and the Keg
of Nuggets.
1127 " nnd "Cinnamon Hank"; or, The Grudge of the
Gila Glnnt.
1128 " Scrimmage with Sioux; or, Arletta nod the
Renegnrle.
1120 " Rnclng the Cowboys; or, Snvlng a Doomed
Ranch.
1130 " Blg!l'est ran-0ut: or, Arletta nnd the Lost Prospectors.
1105

HARRY E. WOLFF·, Publisher, Inc.
New York City
166 West 23d Street

SCENARIOS

HOW TO
WRITE THEM

Price Sil Cents J>er Copy
This book contains all the most recent changes
In the method ot construction and submission ot
scenarlos. Sixty Lessons, covering every phase of
scenario writing. For sale hy all Newsdealers and
Book.stores If you cannot procure a copy, send us
the price, 35 cents, In money or postage &tamps, and
we will man you one, postage tree. A.ddrese.
L. Senarena, 210 8eveoth .Ave., New York, N. Y.

•

OUR TEN-CENT HAND BOOKS
Useful, Instructive, and Amusing. They contain
Valuable Information on AImost
Every Subject.
No. 37, HOW TO KEEP HOUSE.-lt contains informalion for everybody, uoya, girls, men and women; it will
teach you bow to mak1, almost everything around the
house, such as parlor Ol'llaments, brackets, cements,
Aeolian harps, and bird lime for catching hirds.

No. 88,

~

HOW TO BECOME YOUR OWN DOCTOR.-

A wonderful book, containing useful and practical lnfortnn tlon in the treatment of ordiuary diseases aud ailments common to every family. Abounding in useful
and eff'ectlve recipes for general complaints.
No. 40. now TO l\IA.KE AND SET TRAPS.-Including hln ts on how to catch moles, weasels, otter, rats,
squirrels nl'ld birds. Also bow to cure skins. Copiously
i-llnstrated.
No, 41. THE BOYS OF NEW YORK END lllEN'S
JOKE BOOK.-Contnin!,1g a great variety of the latest
jokes nsecl h.v the most famous end men . No nmateur
minstrel Is complete wit bout this wonderful little book.
No.

42.

TUE

BOYS

OF

NEW

YOR.K

STUMP

SPEAKER.- Contalnlng a vaded assortment of stump
speeches, Negro , Dutch and Irish . Also end men's
jokes. Jnst the thing for home amusement nud amateur

sllO'Yli,
No. 45. THE BOYS OF NEW YORK JIUNSTREL
GUIDE AND JOKE BOOK.-Sometlllng new and very
instructive. Every boy should obtain this book, as it

contains full Instructions for organizing amateur minstrel troupe~.
No. 52. HO\V TO PLAY CARDS.-Giving the rules
and full directions for playing Euchre. Criub·1ge, Casino.
Forty-Five, Rotmce, Pedro Sancho, Draw l'oker, Auction Pitch, All Fours, and many other popular games of
cards.
No. oS. HOW TO WRITE LETTERS.-A wonderful
little hook, telling you bow to write to your sweethrnrt,
your father, mother, sister, brother, employer: and, In
fact, everybody and any body you 'l:isb to write to.
No. M.

HOW TO KEEP AND ~IANAGE PETS.-

No. 511.

HOW TO COLL'ECT STAMPS AND COINS-

Giving complete Information as to the manner and
method ot raising, keeping, taming, breeding, and managing all kinds of pets; also glvln~ full Instructions for
Fully expln ed by tweuty -eight
lll~~~~fui~!~s, etc.
Containing valuable Information regarding the collectHl~sfr~1eJ'.rranging ot stamps and coins. Handsomely

No. 57. HOW TO JIIAKE l\lUSICAL INSTRUM'ENTS
-Full directions bow to make a Banjo, VioJln Zither
Aeolian Harp, Xylophone and other musical' tnstru~
men ts; together with a brief description ot nearly every
musical Instrument used In ancient or modern times.
Profusely illustrated . Bv Algernon S. Fitzgerald tor
twenty years bandmaster· of the Royal Bengal Ma;inee.
No. 118,

HOW TO BECOJIIE A DETECTIVE.-By Old

King Brady, the world-known rletectlve. In wbJcb be Jan, ·
down some valuable and sensible rules for beginners,
~t:~1~v;e~~\~~u8v~':,e adventures and experiences ot
No. 60, HOW TO BECOME A PHOTOGRAPHER.Containing useful Information regarding the Camera
and bow to work It; also bow to make Photographic
Magic Lantern Slides and other Transparencies. Handsomely illustrnted.
No. 64. HOW TO IIIAKE ELECTRICAL MACHINES
~ontalnlng full directions for making electrical ma:
chines, Inductions coils, dynamos, and many novel toy•
rnn~fr~~:led by electricity. By R. A. R, Bennett. Fully
No. 611. MULDOON'S JOKES.-Tbe most original joke
book ever published, and It Is brimful of wit and
humor. It contains a large collection of songs, jokee,
<'Onunclrums, etc., ot Terrence Muldoon, the great wit,
humorist; and prnctlcal joker or the day.
No. 61 HOW TO DO ELECTRICAL TRICX8.-Contalnlog a large collection ot instructive and highly
amusing electrical tricks, together with Illustration••
B;v A. Anderson.
No. 68.

HOW TO DO CHEMICAL TRICKS.-Con-

talnlng over one hundred highly amusing and tnstruo-- Hanel•
By A', Anderson.
tlve tricks with chemicals.
somely Illustrated.
For sale by all newsdealers, or W'lll be sent to &DJ'.
addrees on recept ot price, 10c. per copy,
in money or stamps, by

HARRY E. WOLFF, Publisher, Inc.
New York Ciq
166 West 23d Street

